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The garbage men laid out and unzipped
each body bag so their supervisor could
photograph the remains inside, just in
case someone came forward to ask
about a missing person.

But it seemed unlikely that anyone
would be able to identify their loved
ones from those cellphone snapshots,
given how decomposed the corpses
were. And no DNA was collected for fu-
ture identification before the bodies
were buried in a pit on the edge of a city
dump on the outskirts of Mosul.

In the end, it was another pile of un-
identified bodies in a mass grave, like so
many others in a country plagued by vi-
olence. This time, most of the dead were
believed to be Islamic State fighters
killed in the final stages of the battle for
Mosul. City workers said that since Au-
gust, they had retrieved and buried an
estimated 950 such bodies.

The municipality has struggled to

keep pace with the return of residents
after the expulsion of the Islamic State
nearly a year ago, and Mosul does not
have the personnel to focus on clearing
bodies and unexploded ordnance.

So the city enlisted garbage men to
help.

On a recent visit to Mosul, I ap-

proached the city’s main municipal
dump on the eastern outskirts of the city.
It took me back to a year earlier when I
had accompanied Iraqi special forces
entering the city under siege. The
smoke and strong smell of burning trash
were reminiscent of the battle for Mosul.

But this was peacetime and in many

ways things have returned to normal in
Mosul, remarkably so given the level of
destruction and killing in recent years.
Part of that normalcy is the collection of
refuse, the main job of the garbage col-
lectors. A growing trash problem is one
of the municipal government’s biggest
challenges.

As residents surge back, garbage is
piling up, and informal dumps have
sprung up throughout the city.

Adding to the problem is a lack of
dump trucks. Islamic State fighters
tried to defend their position in Mosul by
using state-owned dump trucks to block
roads and even turned some of them
into truck bombs. During months of in-
tense battle to wrest the city back after
three years of militant rule, the trucks
were either destroyed by airstrikes or
blown up by the radical fighters them-
selves.

At the main city dump, some of the
city’ poorest residents sifted through
debris looking for anything salvageable.
The foul smell emanating from the sea of
trash was inescapable and the thick,
chemical-infused smoke wafting
through the air burned the nose.

Many of the scavengers were young
children. Armed with hooked metal
rods, they descended on every new
dumpster that arrived with a mixture of
excitement and desperation. They 
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‘The graveyard of ISIS’
Garbage collectors delivering unclaimed bodies to a mass grave at one of Mosul’s city dumps. Most of the dead are believed to have been Islamic State fighters.

MOSUL, IRAQ

After the battle for Mosul, 
trash collectors are given
task of gathering bodies
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Scavengers, many of them women and children, foraging for scrap at Mosul’s main city
dump. Many residents in Iraq’s second-largest city are struggling to make a living.

Hakan Soderstrom, the hulking hero of
Hernán Diaz’s novel, “In the Distance,”
makes a stupendous entrance, ascend-
ing onto the first page through a star-
shaped void on a featureless plain of
white sea ice. Longhaired, white-
bearded, gnarled and naked, he pulls
himself onto the floe and walks on bow
legs to an icebound schooner, carrying a
rifle and an ax. We are somewhere, no-
where, in the frozen north.

Nowhere is also the place “In the Dis-
tance,” Mr. Diaz’s first novel, seems to
have erupted from.

He had no agent when he answered
an open call for manuscripts by the non-
profit Coffee House Press in Minneapo-
lis, which published the novel last Octo-
ber.

In April Mr. Diaz was named a finalist

for the Pulitzer Prize and the PEN/
Faulkner Award for Fiction, causing
book reviewers around the country to
say, who?

Mr. Diaz is a scholar at Columbia Uni-
versity who grew up in Argentina and
Sweden, studied in London and New
York and lives in Brooklyn. His book is
about an immigrant Swede of unusual
size journeying in America’s desert
frontier in the mid-1800s.

Though many of its elements are fa-
miliar to the point of being worn out —
saloons and wagon trains, Indians and
gold prospectors — the novel is not. Mr.
Diaz’s long study of North American lit-
erature, much of it steeped in the 19th
century, allowed him to expertly plun-
der an antique genre for parts. The re-
built mechanism is his own design, and
it moves in unexpected directions: west
to east, around in circles, down into the
earth and north to Alaska.

Which makes “In the Distance” an un-
canny achievement: an original west-
ern.

“He’s standing on the shoulders of a 
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A Pulitzer finalist arises out of nowhere
Hernán Diaz answered
open call for manuscripts
by a nonprofit press

BY LAWRENCE DOWNES

Hernán Diaz is a scholar at Columbia University who grew up in Argentina and Sweden.
COLE WILSON FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

The New York Times publishes opinion
from a wide range of perspectives in
hopes of promoting constructive debate
about consequential questions.

As he weighs opening nuclear disarma-
ment negotiations with North Korea,
President Trump faces a regime that for
decades has hidden key elements of its
nuclear programs from international
monitors and has banned inspectors
from the country.

As a result, the first step in any mean-
ingful agreement would be a declaration
from North Korea about the scope of its
nuclear program, a declaration that no
one will believe.

It would have to be followed by what
experts say would be the most extensive
inspection campaign in the history of
nuclear disarmament, one that would
have to delve into a program that
stretches back more than half a century
and now covers square miles of industri-
al sites and hidden tunnels across the
mountainous North. And it may demand
more than the 300 inspectors the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency now de-
ploys to assess the nuclear facilities of
nearly 200 countries.

For Mr. Trump, getting the right dec-
laration and inspection process is criti-
cal given his argument that false decla-
rations from Iran undercut the legitima-
cy of the 2015 nuclear accord, which he is
debating pulling out of this week.

While there is no question Iran hid
much of its weapons-designing past,
North Korea has concealed programs on
a far larger scale and built an arsenal of
20 to 60 nuclear warheads — compared
to none in Iran. In fact, the Iran inspec-
tions, the International Atomic Energy
Agency says, have gone on without a
hitch in the past two years, though it is a
far smaller, comparatively easier effort.

“North Korea could make Iran look
easy,” Ernest J. Moniz, the former
United States Energy Department sec-
retary and nuclear scientist who negoti-
ated many details of the 2015 deal dur-
ing the Obama administration, said last
week.

“This isn’t ‘Trust, but verify,’” he said,
using President Ronald Reagan’s
phrase from arms control negotiations
with the Soviet Union. “It’s ‘Distrust ev-
erything and verify, verify, verify.’”

Success with a relatively small force
of inspectors in North Korea, according
to former weapons inspectors, depends
on the full cooperation of its leader, Kim
Jong-un, in opening up the vast nuclear
enterprise he inherited from his father
and grandfather.

Four years ago, the RAND Corpora-
tion, which often conducts studies for
the United States Defense Department,
estimated that finding and securing the 
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Challenges
in verifying
a disarmed
North Korea
WASHINGTON

Experts say inspecting
Pyongyang’s vast arsenal 
‘could make Iran look easy’

BY DAVID E. SANGER
AND WILLIAM J. BROAD

By 1931 Winston Churchill had fought
more election battles than any other
member of the British Parliament. He
ruefully calculated that “one day in 30”
of his adult life had been consumed by
“arduous and worrying” campaigning.

Churchill’s famous conclusion was
that democracy constituted the “worst
form of government — except for all
those other forms that have been
tried.” He was not succumbing to
pessimism; on the contrary, faced with
an array of unappetizing options, there
is a deep wisdom in choosing the one
with the smallest downside and then
fixing its limitations.

So it is with the Iran nuclear agree-
ment that President Trump is now
reviewing, with May 12 — this Satur-
day — looming as the next deadline for
him to pull out of the deal. Of all the

options we have for
ensuring that Iran
never gets a nuclear
weapon, this pact
offers the fewest
disadvantages.

It has weaknesses,
certainly, but I am
convinced they can
be remedied. Indeed
at this moment
Britain is working

alongside the Trump administration
and our French and German allies to
ensure that they are.

Do not forget how this agreement
has helped to avoid a possible catastro-
phe. In his address to the United Na-
tions in September 2012, Benjamin
Netanyahu, the Israeli prime minister,
rightly warned of the dangers of a
nuclear-armed Iran. At that moment,
Iran’s nuclear plants held an estimated
11,500 centrifuges and nearly seven
tons of low-enriched uranium — totals
that would rise to nearly 20,000 centri-
fuges and eight tons of uranium.

Had the leaders of the Islamic Re-
public decided to go for a nuclear
arsenal, they would have needed only
a few months to produce enough weap-
ons-grade uranium for their first bomb.

The situation was even more worry-
ing because, month by month, Iran
was installing more centrifuges and
building up its uranium stockpile. But
under the deal, Iran has placed two-
thirds of its centrifuges in storage and
relinquished about 95 percent of its
uranium stockpile. The “break out”
time has been extended to at least a
year — and the agreement is designed
to keep it above that minimum thresh-
old.

Moreover, inspectors from the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency have 

Don’t scuttle
the vital Iran
nuclear deal
Boris Johnson

OPINION

The
agreement
has problems.
But the
alternative of
no deal at all
is far worse.
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How much does an artist owe his muse?
Last month a model who posed for

Nobuyoshi Araki, Japan’s most notori-
ous photographer, accused him of ex-
ploiting and bullying her for 16 years.

With a New York exhibition featuring
the work of Mr. Araki, known for his sex-
ually explicit images of women, the ac-
cusations are raising questions about
the power dynamics between a photog-
rapher and his subject.

In a blog post published in Japanese
in early April after “The Incomplete
Araki” opened at the Museum of Sex in
Manhattan, the model, Kaori — who
uses only her first name — said that over
their working relationship, Mr. Araki
never signed her to a professional con-
tract, ignored her requests for privacy
during photo shoots, neglected to in-
form her when pictures of her were pub-
lished or displayed and often did not pay
her.

“He treated me like an object,” she
wrote.

In an interview in Tokyo, Kaori, who
stopped working with Mr. Araki two
years ago, said she felt empowered to
speak out by the international reckon-
ing about sexual harassment and as-
sault known as the #MeToo movement.

Kaori, who began posing for Mr. Araki
in her early 20s, has not accused him of
sexual assault. Instead, she said she felt
emotionally bullied by an artist who
never acknowledged her as a creative
partner.

“I want them to know what happened
in the past between me and Araki,”
Kaori said last month. “I was not al-
lowed to speak out. People should know,
and they should look.” Mr. Araki, 77, de-
clined repeated requests to comment.

Mr. Araki’s work has long ignited con-
troversy, given the provocative nature
of his images, which include photo-
graphs of nude women bound up in a
Japanese technique known as kinbaku-
bi. He has been fined on obscenity

charges in Japan, and while some critics
consider him a maestro, others deem his
work pornography.

Maggie Mustard, co-curator of the
Museum of Sex exhibition, said Kaori’s
allegations were forcing a new conver-
sation about models’ rights.

“This gives us the opportunity to talk
about what happens to a muse — and I
use that word with air quotes — when
she doesn’t have a contract or a sense of
economic or legal agency about how her
image was used,” Ms. Mustard said in a
telephone interview.

Ms. Mustard added that she had spo-
ken with Kaori and would incorporate
her comments into the exhibition’s pro-
gramming materials. Already, the wall
text mentions another model’s anony-
mous allegations of inappropriate sexu-
al contact by Mr. Araki, noting that “the
controversy surrounding Araki’s work
has almost exclusively been about re-
ception and meaning, and far less about
the issues of consent and the potential
abuses of power that can be at the foun-
dation of artistic practice and artistic
production.”

The contentious relationship between

artist and model goes back centuries,
with men like Picasso or Egon Schiele
known for mistreating women. More re-
cently, potential portrait models for
Chuck Close have accused him of sexual
harassment.

Art historians argue that it might be
time for artists to rethink the basis on
which these relationships are built.
Models should have “more agency in
terms of authorship of the work itself,”
said Rebecca Zorach, a professor of art
history at Northwestern University.

“The art world has a tendency to
erase women as makers, and histori-
cally it just happens over and over
again,” she said.

In Japan, Kaori’s disclosures come as
women are just starting to raise ques-
tions about male power, sexual har-
assment and assault.

Last year, when one of Japan’s best-
known television journalists was ac-
cused of rape, his accuser received only
a smattering of attention in the Japa-
nese media. Last month after a televi-
sion reporter anonymously asserted
that a high-level civil servant in the Fi-
nance Ministry had sexually harassed

several women, the official resigned, al-
though he has denied the charges. The
ministry has acknowledged that he har-
assed a reporter.

In this staunchly patriarchal culture,
women are often subservient to men. Ja-
pan consistently ranks low among de-
veloped countries on gender equality in
health, education and the economy and
has one of the world’s worst records for
women in politics.

For models working in Japan’s art
world, it is difficult to make demands of
a male artist.

“I can imagine that as a male photog-
rapher who is more than 70 years old, he
unconsciously has the perspective to-
wards women that he can do whatever
he wants,” said Yukie Kamiya, head of
the Japan Society Gallery in New York,
speaking of Mr. Araki. “Male power is
such a common understanding, and
women don’t have much of a voice.”

Kaori, who trained in Paris as a danc-
er, began posing for Mr. Araki after
meeting him at a party in 2001.

She said he paid her 100,000 yen
(about $930) to pose in the studio wear-
ing a kimono or performing dances that
Mr. Araki would photograph. For nude
projects, he took her to so-called “love
hotels” and paid her about 50,000 yen
for each assignment.

But she said he also called her for im-
promptu, unpaid sessions where he took
photos while she walked in a park or sat
in a bar at his command.

It was not enough to make a living.
Asked how she supplemented her in-
come, Kaori demurred. “I don’t want to
say,” she said.

In public, Mr. Araki described her as
his “muse,” but she said he did not tell
her when or where the work would be
published or exhibited, and she had no
say in how the images were composed.
“For him, a muse means someone who
doesn’t speak or have any of her own
opinions and just keeps obeying his or-
ders,” she said.

Early on, the two did have a consensu-
al sexual relationship, Kaori said.

During one photo session, she balked
when he snapped Polaroid pictures of
her and sold each individually without
paying her any royalties. “That money
that he earned is based on my contribu-
tion,” Kaori said.

“He says, ‘I am Araki, and you must
be happy and honored that I am taking a
picture of you,’” she said.

Kazuko Ito, a lawyer whom Kaori con-
sulted last November, said Kaori told
her that after nude photos appeared
without her permission, a stalker broke
into her home. Kaori asked the lawyer
for help obtaining some rights to the
photos, but Ms. Ito said that such dis-
putes were very rare in Japan and that
she was unlikely to win in court.

Ms. Ito said she had heard similar
complaints from other models for Mr.
Araki.

Of course, power inequities between
artists and models are not unique to
him. “There has been no public dis-
course about this structural problem
within the industry and the photogra-
pher-model relationship,” said Michio
Hayashi, a professor of art history at So-
phia University in Tokyo.

Kaori described one incident when
foreign photographers came to observe
Mr. Araki as he took pictures of her. She
did not want to appear nude in front of
strangers, she said, but Mr. Araki told
her, “They aren’t here to photograph
you, they’re here to photograph me.”

But when pictures from that session
came out in print, Kaori appeared in
them, naked. “He invited many photog-
raphers into the studio and he ordered
me to spread my legs in front of that big
audience,” she said. “I didn’t like that.”

Still, it took her a long time to quit as
Mr. Araki’s model. She started working
with him when she was young; he was
already famous. When he was hospital-
ized, she did not want to abandon him.

“Looking back now, everything was
excessive and extreme,” she wrote on
her blog. “Something in me was numb.
He asked me to do abnormal things, and
I did them as if they were normal.” At
one point, she said she became suicidal.

By 2015, the relationship had soured
so badly that Mr. Araki insisted that she
sign a document vowing not to defame
him or his business. In 2016, Kaori, who
by then was running her own ballet
school, stopped working with him.

When she requested that he stop re-
publishing or exhibiting some photo-
graphs of her, he warned in a March 2017
letter that she had no rights. “All models
should understand the potential for un-
limited use of the work,” he wrote in the
letter, seen by The New York Times. “I
will decide which publication, which ex-
hibition, when to publish and what kind
of products I will give permission to use
my work. It’s all up to me.”

Kaori said she did not expect an apol-
ogy from Mr. Araki, and she is not asking
the Museum of Sex to remove the three
photos of her it is displaying.

The work, she said, should serve as a
reminder. All she wants, she said, is for
visitors to “know my sad background
and experience.”

Erotic photographer’s muse is his critic

Kaori, a former model, recently described years of ill treatment by the Japanese photographer Nobuyoshi Araki. “He treated me like an object,” she wrote in a blog post.
LOULOU D'AKI FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES
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Known for explicit work,
Nobuyoshi Araki is called
a bully by longtime model

BY MOTOKO RICH

Deciding how to use his photographs is
“all up to me,” Mr. Araki wrote.

KYODO, VIA ASSOCIATED PRESS Kaori’s blog raised questions
about artists, subjects and power.

The truck wound its way through moun-
tain passes in the pre-dawn darkness,
stacked high with the trappings of a ref-
ugee life pieced together over 30 years.

The Shah family had been forced out
of the haven in Pakistan that their patri-
arch had found for them during the last
war, against the Soviets. Now they were
returning to Afghanistan, a place in the
grip of a newer and longer war that has
sent hundreds of thousands of people
fleeing.

They clung to everything they could:
tins of clothes, bundles of blankets, pots
and pans, 11 beds, 40 chickens, two pi-
geons, a goat and more. The women and
children, nearly two dozen all together,
either rode atop the truck or stuffed
themselves among the belongings in the
back.

Among them was a 6-year-old boy
named Bilal, who held tightly to a small
cage. In it was his parrot, Toti, his only
friend in a country he had never been to,
and his escape from the lonely days in

the desolate gorge where they would
start their new lives.

The large family built by Dawran
Shah, Bilal’s grandfather, was among
nearly 100,000 undocumented Afghans
pushed out of Pakistan last year. Many
of them were forcibly repatriated, but
others, like the Shahs, were fed up with
being the targets of police abuse.

In Nangarhar Province, the rocky re-
gion in eastern Afghanistan where they
settled, one in every three people is ei-
ther internally displaced by fighting or
is a returned refugee, according to the
International Organization for Migra-
tion.

The family’s new neighborhood is
desolate, just a few houses in a mountain
gorge. When they unloaded, the women
and children cried at the sight of their
new home, Dawran Shah said. (Many of
the homes had been built with the help of
the Norwegian Refugee Council. Bilal
was first brought to the Times’s atten-
tion by a photographer who had taken
pictures of the boy on behalf of the aid
group.)

“Our house there had a balcony, three
rooms, and there was also a guest
room,” Bilal said of their home in Paki-

stan. “Here we have two rooms, and
they don’t have doors. And we have two
tents.”

Bilal was only 4 when he found Toti, in
a different country, a greener one, where
life seemed abundant.

Dawran Shah had settled in the
Hashtnaghar area in northwestern Pa-
kistan, fleeing his home in Kunar Prov-
ince not long after the Soviets invaded
Afghanistan. He farmed tomatoes and
zucchini, and over 30 years, raised a
large family.

Bilal had accompanied his father,
Jamshed, into the fields the day they
saw the parrot, perched on a branch of
an aspen tree.

“My father shook the branch. Toti fell,
and I threw my scarf on it,” Bilal re-
called.

How big was Toti?
“It was a baby — this big,” said Bilal,

bringing his small fingers together.
Bilal and Toti were inseparable: to-

gether at home, together in the fields, to-
gether when Bilal was out playing with
other children.

“I had 10 friends — Noor Agha, Khan,
Mano,” Bilal said. “We would make
houses.”

The only times Bilal would put Toti
down from his shoulder was to feed the
parrot grain and peanuts, or to slide the
bird’s cage under his bed at night.

Then came the move. For some ref-
ugees, even 30 years in one place is not
enough to put down roots.

For nearly two weeks after they set-
tled in Nangarhar, Jamshed would try to
find work. But each day he would return
with nothing except new debt.

One day, Jamshed broke down.
“All these debts — they need repay-

ing. And when I see you worried like
that, I don’t like it,” Mr. Shah recalled
Jamshed telling him. “Father, will you
give me permission?”

Like that, Jamshed joined the army
and was sent to the restive south. A war
that takes about 50 lives from all sides
every day requires new blood.

For Bilal, the new life wasn’t easy. His
grandmother died of diabetes. He didn’t
have many friends to play with. One of
his three young sisters, Lalmina, is dis-
abled by what the family said could be
polio.

“I was scared here. My friends were
not here. They were left there,” Bilal
said. “I got sick; my eyes hurt and I had

fever. The doctor gave me pills.”
But Bilal had Toti. The bird would be

on his shoulder as they climbed the
mountain behind their new home and
remain there for hours.

“Toti, Toti,” Bilal would call to the bird.
“Toti!” the bird would respond.
One night about two months ago, Bilal

put Toti in the cage and, as he had done
every other night, slid it under the bed.
When he woke in the morning, Toti was
on the cage floor, unmoving.

“I sent the picture to my father on the
net. I said, ‘Toti is dead,’” Bilal said. “He
said, ‘When I come home, I will buy you
another one.’”

It’s difficult to know what may have
happened to Toti. Bilal’s grandfather
said it was the change of climate in Af-
ghanistan — the same reason given for
the deaths of the two pigeons and the 40
chickens.

“The cages are empty,” Dawran Shah
said.

Toti’s death devastated Bilal. He had
lost the friend who helped make his days
bearable. But some solace was waiting
around the corner.

About a 20-minute walk from Bilal’s
house, Asadullah Safi was holding

classes at his house, where an aid group
was funding a makeshift school.

Bilal started attending toward the end
of the program, tagging along with Yasir,
a relative he liked. He had no official pa-
perwork, so he couldn’t be registered as
a regular student.

Unlike the rest of the 30 children, he
had no books and no backpack. But
when one of the children dropped out,
the family returned the backpack and
the books and Mr. Safi gave them to Bi-
lal. Registered under someone else’s
name, he began to study.

The program has wrapped up, but the
children still come for a couple of hours a
day, the house a day care of sorts. They
repeat after Mr. Safi as he reads out loud
from the board. Once a month, they get a
biscuit and juice.

And then Mr. Safi takes them to the
yard, where there is a cow and a goat
and tiny chicks. The boys chase after a
plastic ball from one end of the yard to
the other in a game of soccer.

Bilal is no longer alone. He runs and
plays.

In a crack in the wall outside his room,
Bilal keeps a handful of Toti’s feathers, a
shrine to a little friend.

From left: Bilal and his parrot, Toti, at their home in Nangarhar Province in Afghanistan last year; a truck driver buying ice cream from a vendor while transporting an Afghan family out of Pakistan; and Bilal with his now-empty birdcages.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JIM HUYLEBROEK FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Pushed out of Pakistan, a boy clung to a parrot
BESHUD, AFGHANISTAN

BY MUJIB MASHAL
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In a couple of weeks, Europe will intro-
duce some of the toughest online pri-
vacy rules in the world. The changes are
aimed at giving internet users more con-
trol over what’s collected and shared
about them, and they call for punishing
companies that don’t comply.

Here’s what it means for you.

WHAT ARE THE NEW RULES?
On May 25, a new law called the General
Data Protection Regulation takes effect
across the European Union.

The law strengthens individual pri-
vacy rights and, more important, it has
teeth. Companies can be fined up to 4
percent of global revenue — equivalent
to about $1.6 billion for Facebook.

The internet’s grand bargain has long
been trading privacy for convenience.
Businesses offer free services like
email, entertainment and search, and in
return they collect data and sell adver-
tising.

But recent privacy scandals involving
Facebook and the political consulting
firm Cambridge Analytica highlight the
downsides of that trade-off. The system
is opaque and ripe for abuse.

Europe is attempting to push back.
It’s too early to know how effective the

law will be, but it is being closely
watched by governments globally.

WILL THE WEB LOOK DIFFERENT?
Not really.

Supporters of the law say it will bring
sweeping changes in the ways compa-
nies operate online, but in reality, the ef-
fect on your internet experience will be
minimal. An American visiting Europe,
for example, isn’t likely to see a differ-
ence.

If you live in one of the European Un-
ion’s 28 member states, there is one
change you may welcome — you are
likely to see fewer of those shoe or appli-
ance ads that follow you around the in-
ternet after you do some online shop-
ping.

As e-commerce became common-
place, a cottage industry sprang up to
track people around the web and nudge
them back to online stores to complete a
purchase. Advertisers call these ads
“fine tuned,” but most people consider
them creepy, said Johnny Ryan, a re-
searcher at PageFair, an ad-blocking
service.

Mr. Ryan said the new rules would
make it harder for ad-targeting compa-
nies to collect and sell information.

The new law requires companies to be
transparent about how your data is han-
dled and to get your permission before
starting to use it. It raises the legal bar
that businesses must clear to target ads
based on personal information like your
relationship status, job or education, or
your use of websites and apps.

That means online advertising in Eu-
rope could become broader, returning to
styles more akin to magazines and tele-
vision, where marketers have a less de-
tailed sense of the audience.

WHAT ARE YOUR RIGHTS?
Even if you don’t notice big changes, the
new law provides important privacy
rights worth knowing about.

For instance, you can ask companies
what information they hold about you
and then request that it be deleted. This
applies not just to tech companies, but
also to banks, retailers, grocery stores
or any other organization storing your

information. You can even ask your em-
ployer.

And if you suspect your information is
being misused or collected unnecessari-
ly, you can complain to your national
data protection regulator, which must
investigate.

Of course, an individual going up
against a giant corporation like Google
or Facebook isn’t in a fair fight. The law
has 11 chapters and 99 subarticles, and
just initiating a case can take as many as
20 steps, according to the International
Association of Privacy Professionals, an
industry trade group.

But the new rules allow people to
band together and file class-action style
complaints, a legal approach that hasn’t
been as common in Europe as in the
United States. Eager to exploit the new
law, privacy groups are planning to file
cases on behalf of groups of individuals.
The hope is that a few successful law-
suits will have a ripple effect and lead
companies to tighten up how they han-
dle personal data.

The new law also ensures that you
cannot be locked in to any service. Com-
panies must make it possible for you to
download your data and move it to a
competitor. That could mean moving fi-
nancial information from one bank to
another, or transferring Spotify playlists
to a rival streaming service.

WHAT ABOUT THE PRIVACY NOTICES?
In the weeks before the law goes into
force, internet users have been receiv-
ing a stream of privacy policy updates in
their inboxes — grocery store loyalty
programs, train services, even apps that
parents use for youth soccer all have to
set out what data they gather from you
and how they handle it.

The law requires that the terms and
conditions be written in plain, under-
standable language, not legalese. Com-
panies must also give you options to
block information from being gathered.

But the deluge of emails is leading to
concerns that users are agreeing with-
out taking a closer look.

A similar reaction came after the Eu-
ropean Union required companies,
starting in 2011, to put warnings on web-
sites alerting users that they were being
tracked. The rules have led to so many
pop-up disclosure boxes that people of-
ten consent just to make the warnings
disappear.

Companies argue that they are being
careful to comply with the General Data
Protection Regulation, but Giovanni
Buttarelli, who oversees an independent
European Union agency that advises on
privacy-related policies, has been unim-
pressed.

He has criticized the wave of privacy
policy emails as being posed in a “take it
or leave it” manner that leaves users
thinking they have to accept the terms
in order to keep using a service, rather
than letting people choose what infor-
mation to share.

Mr. Buttarelli said the messages
might violate the spirit of the law.

WILL IT MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
It’s too soon to tell.

That may be an unsatisfactory an-
swer, but the long-term effects of the
new law won’t be known for years.

Much will depend on how strictly na-
tional regulators enforce the rules, and
how they use their tight budgets. Data-
protection agencies in each European
Union country will be in charge of polic-
ing the companies that have European
headquarters within its borders.

That oversight structure is leading to
concerns that officials in countries like
Ireland, where data-heavy companies
like Google, Facebook, Microsoft and
Twitter are based, will be overmatched.

A lot of responsibility also falls on you
to keep tabs on how companies use your
data.

Europe’s data rules 
and what they mean
LONDON

New privacy measures
take effect May 25; users
may see little difference

BY ADAM SATARIANO

At a conference in Silicon Valley re-
cently, Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s
chief executive, vowed that his company
would “keep building” despite a swirl of
questions about the way it has dealt with
misinformation and the personal data of
its users.

That is certainly true in the important
area of artificial intelligence, which Mr.
Zuckerberg says can help the social me-
dia giant deal with some of those prob-
lems.

Facebook is opening new A.I. labs in
Seattle and Pittsburgh, after hiring
three A.I. and robotics professors from
the University of Washington in Seattle
and Carnegie Mellon University in Pitts-
burgh. The company hopes these sea-
soned researchers will help recruit and
train other A.I. experts in the two cities,
Mike Schroepfer, Facebook’s chief tech-
nology officer, said in an interview.

As it builds these labs, Facebook is
adding to pressure on universities and
nonprofit A.I. research operations,
which are already struggling to retain
professors and other employees.

The expansion is a blow for Carnegie
Mellon, in particular. In 2015, Uber hired
40 researchers and technical engineers
from the university’s robotics lab to staff
a self-driving car operation in Pitts-
burgh. And The Wall Street Journal re-
ported last week that JPMorgan Chase
had hired Manuela Veloso, Carnegie
Mellon’s head of so-called machine
learning technology, to oversee its artifi-
cial intelligence operation.

“It is worrisome that they are eating
the seed corn,” said Dan Weld, a comput-

er science professor at the University of
Washington. “If we lose all our faculty, it
will be hard to keep preparing the next
generation of researchers.”

With the new labs, Facebook — which
already operates A.I. labs in Silicon Val-
ley, New York, Paris and Montreal — is
establishing two new fronts in a global
competition for talent.

Over the last five years, artificial in-
telligence has been added to a number
of tech products, from digital assistants
and online translation services to self-
driving vehicles. And the world’s largest
internet companies, from Google to
Microsoft to Baidu, are jockeying for re-
searchers who specialize in these tech-
nologies. Many of them are coming from
academia.

“We’re basically going where the tal-
ent is,” Mr. Schroepfer said.

But the supply of talent is not keeping
up with demand, and salaries have sky-
rocketed. Well-known researchers are
receiving compensation in salary, bo-
nuses and stock worth millions of dol-
lars. Many in the field worry that the tal-
ent drain from academia could have a
lasting impact in the United States and
other countries, because schools won’t
have the teachers they need to educate
the next generation of A.I. experts.

Over the last few months, Facebook
approached a number of notable re-
searchers in Seattle. It hired Luke
Zettlemoyer, a professor at the Univer-
sity of Washington who specializes in
technology that aims to understand and
use natural human language, the com-
pany confirmed. This is an important
area of research for Facebook as it
struggles to identify and remove false
and malicious content on its networks.

In the fall, Mr. Zettlemoyer told The
New York Times that he had turned
down an offer from Google that was
three times his teaching salary (about
$180,000, according to public records)
so he could keep his post at the univer-
sity. Instead, he took a part-time posi-
tion at the Allen Institute for Artificial

Intelligence, a Seattle lab backed by the
Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen.

Many researchers retain their profes-
sorships when moving to the big compa-
nies but they usually cut back on aca-
demic work. At Facebook, academics
typically spend 80 percent of their time
at the company and 20 percent at their
university.

Like the other internet giants, Face-
book acknowledges the importance of
the university system. But at the same
time, the companies are eager to land
top researchers.

In Pittsburgh, Facebook hired two
professors from the Carnegie Mellon
Robotics Institute, Abhinav Gupta and
Jessica Hodgins, who specialized in
computer vision technology.

The new Facebook lab will focus on
robotics and “reinforcement learning,” a
way for robots to learn tasks by trial and
error. Siddhartha Srinivasa, a robotics
professor at the University of Washing-
ton, said he was also approached by
Facebook in recent months. It was not
clear to him why the internet company
was interested in robotics.

Andrew Moore, dean of computer sci-
ence at Carnegie Mellon, did not re-
spond to a request for comment. But
over the past several months, he has
been vocal about the movement of A.I.
researchers toward the big internet
companies.

Google also operates an engineering
office near Carnegie Mellon.

“What we’re seeing is not necessarily
good for society, but it is rational behav-
ior by these companies,” he said.

The two new Facebook labs are part of
wider expansion for the company’s A.I.
operation. In December, Facebook said

it had hired another computer vision ex-
pert, Jitendra Malik, a professor at the
University of California, Berkeley. He
now oversees the lab at the company’s
headquarters in Menlo Park, Calif.

Facebook faces fierce competition for
talent. Mr. Allen recently gave the Allen
Institute, which he created in 2013, an
additional $125 million in funding. After
losing Mr. Zettlemoyer to Facebook, the
Allen Institute hired Noah Smith and
Yejin Choi, two of his colleagues at the
University of Washington.

Like Mr. Zettlemoyer, both specialize
in natural language processing, and
both say they received offers from mul-
tiple internet companies.

The nonprofit is paying Mr. Smith and
Ms. Choi a small fraction of what they
were offered to join the commercial sec-
tor, but the Allen Institute will allow
them to spend half their time at the uni-
versity and collaborate with a wide
range of companies, said Oren Etzioni,
who oversees the Allen Institute.

“The salary numbers are so large that
even Paul Allen can’t match them,” Mr.
Etzioni said. “But there are still some
people who won’t go corporate.”

Others researchers believe that com-
panies like Facebook still align with
their academic goals. Nonetheless, Ed
Lazowska, chairman of the computer
science and engineering department at
the University of Washington, said he
was concerned that the large internet
companies were luring too many of the
university’s professors into the com-
mercial sector.

Carnegie Mellon and the University of
Washington, he said, are working on
recommendations for commercial com-
panies meant to provide a way for uni-
versities and companies to share talent
more equally.

“The university must be a Switzer-
land,” Mr. Lazowska said. “We want ev-
ery company to collaborate with us and
to feel like they have an equal opportuni-
ty to hire our students and work with our
faculty.”

Luke Zettlemoyer, a University of Washington professor, rejected a lucrative offer from Google so he could stay in academia. But he has accepted a position at Facebook.
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A.I. a drain on human brains
SAN FRANCISCO

Academics concerned 
that internet companies
are monopolizing talent

BY CADE METZ

“If we lose all our faculty,
it will be hard to keep 
preparing the next 
generation of researchers.”

The commercial for HP, the maker of
computers and printers, features a large
family enjoying Christmas dinner to-
gether — that is, until the words “global
warming” are uttered. A tense exchange
between two sisters follows, culminat-
ing when one shouts at the other, telling
her to leave her house.

A younger member of the family ex-
cuses herself from the table and prints
out photos of the sisters over the years,
arranging them in the shape of a heart.
Soon, one of the feuding sisters is taking
a pie to the other as a peace offering.
HP’s closing message: “If we never
reach out, we’ll never come together.”

The commercial is one of many influ-
enced by research that marketers began
conducting after the 2016 United States
presidential election. Donald J. Trump’s
victory came as a surprise to a number
of advertisers, raising soul-searching
questions about how well they under-
stood Americans who do not live in
coastal cities and what the sharp poli-
tical polarization in the country meant
for the messages they create.

When marketers for HP met to review
a new ad campaign a month after the
election, which took place in November,

they said they found themselves asking,
“Do we think the situation we are por-
traying here is relevant to the Trump
voter?”

The result is that marketers are now
making concerted efforts to learn more
about Americans who live outside New
York and California. HP’s recent re-
search on marketing and political iden-
tity included visits to the swing-state cit-
ies of Cincinnati and Detroit. Late last
year, the ad agency Y&R, using a divi-
sion of the firm that had previously over-
seen cultural immersion projects in
Myanmar and Ecuador, deployed strat-
egists to immerse themselves in cities
like Indianapolis and Milwaukee.

HP, based in Palo Alto, Calif., used
data from social media sites to figure out
how people’s political bent influenced
their views of technology and the
brand’s message of “reinvention.”

“The notion was one tribe looking for-
ward and the other tribe looking back,”
Antonio Lucio, HP’s marketing chief,
said in an interview. One group “derived
the benefit of the Obama years in eco-
nomic terms, in terms of opportunity —
they’re all about technology, open sys-
tems, open society, diversity. The other
one is actually like: ‘We need a reset.
We’ve lost our way.’”

That second group, he said, is more
“about family and community and faith
and classical Americana imagery.”

HP sought to find common ground be-
tween those “very different views of the
world” through research in Cincinnati,
Dallas, Detroit and Richmond, Va., Mr.

Lucio said. “Normally in focus groups,
you put like-minded people together and
you get some insights. Here, you’re
putting the reds and the blues together
and you allow them to fight it out,” Mr.
Lucio said, referring to people who iden-
tify with the Republicans or with the

Democrats. Split into pairs or groups of
four, people debated for the first half,
then spent the second part finding top-
ics that they agreed on. One of those ar-
eas was family, which informed HP’s ad
with the arguing sisters.

Y&R’s immersion project focused on

understanding the family life and core
values of people in Middle America, in-
cluding their relationships with brands.
These people were “frequently lumped
into stereotypes or overlooked entirely
by marketers,” the agency said when it
announced the effort last year.

The firm sent 14 strategists to four cit-
ies for two weeks each: Memphis, Indi-
anapolis, Milwaukee and Phoenix. Mo-
ments from their journey, including vis-
its to the rural outreaches of each city,
were posted to Instagram.

A report on their findings noted that
the Americans they had spoken with
identified more with their communities
than the nation at large and “preferred
the comfort of fiery conviction to the lu-
cidity of cold truth.”

The report added that marketers
should be conscious of a changing defi-
nition of success in the nation and the
power of “an emotional appeal made
with gumption,” rather than, say, pro-
moting a product’s superior qualities or
rankings.

A spokeswoman for the agency said
the research had been used in pitches to
win new business.

As marketers have become more
aware of “an urban-suburban-rural geo-

Marketers study how to close sales in America’s heartland
BY SAPNA MAHESHWARI

An HP commercial. The company said that it would now design ads with consumers’ political leanings in mind.
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Many enthusiasts of Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies are motivated by deep
skepticism of the central banks that con-
trol the world’s money supply.

But what if central banks themselves
entered the game? What would happen
if the United States Federal Reserve or
the European Central Bank or the Bank
of Japan used blockchain technology to
create their own virtual currencies? Be-
sides, that is, having some cryptocur-
rency fans’ heads explode?

A former Fed governor — who was
also a finalist to lead the American cen-
tral bank — thinks the idea deserves se-
rious consideration.

“Most central banks have a view that
these crypto-assets are clever, like guys
in the garage did it and it’s kind of cool,
or risky,” given the potential investor
losses and widespread fraud, said Kevin
Warsh, who was a governor at the Fed
from 2006 to 2011 and was a top contend-
er to become its chairman late last year
when President Trump instead ap-
pointed Jerome Powell.

If he had returned to the Fed, Mr.
Warsh said, he would have appointed a
team “to think about the Fed creating
FedCoin, where we would bring legal ac-
tivities into a digital coin.”

“Not that it would supplant and re-
place cash,” he said, “but it would be a
pretty effective way when the next crisis
happens for us to maybe conduct mone-
tary policy.”

He added that blockchain technology,
which allows reliable, decentralized
record keeping of transactions, could be
useful in the payment systems operated
by the Fed, which enable the transfer of
trillions of dollars between banks.

“It strikes me that a central bank dig-
ital currency might have a role to play
there,” Mr. Warsh, who is now a distin-
guished visiting fellow at the Hoover In-
stitution at Stanford University, said re-
cently.

Some central banks are already doing
work in this vein, including the Mone-
tary Authority of Singapore and the
Bank of England. And Mr. Powell ac-
knowledged the potential applications
in his confirmation hearing for the Fed
chairmanship in November, saying, “We
actually look at blockchain as some-
thing that may have significant applica-
tions in the wholesale payments part of
the economy.”

It would be quite a twist if a technol-
ogy whose most ardent fans are moti-
vated by distrust of central banks be-
came a key tool for those banks.

But it would address some of the con-
cerns connected to Bitcoin and its many
privately created rivals. To the degree
that the value of existing cryptocurren-
cies fluctuates wildly, they are ill-suited
as a medium of exchange. Central banks
have spent hundreds of years learning
how to keep the value of money stable.

And to the degree Bitcoin and the like
facilitate tax evasion, money laundering
and fraud, they will be a target of global
law enforcement. Central banks are
used to building systems that allow en-
forcement of those laws.

It’s clear that central banks weighing
use of blockchain technology don’t
share the more anarchist impulses of
some of the most die-hard cryptocur-
rency enthusiasts. But there may be
more commonality than it might seem.
As Mr. Warsh argues, if people really do
believe that digital currencies in some
form are the future of money, it would
behoove central banks to treat them as
more than a novelty.

“Congress gave the Fed a monopoly
over money,” Mr. Warsh said. “And if the
next generation of cryptocurrencies
look more like money and less like gold
— and have less volatility associated
with them so they would be not just a
speculative asset but could be a reliable
unit of account — as a purely defensive
matter I wouldn’t want somebody to
take that monopoly from me.”

In other words, if cryptocurrency en-
thusiasts are correct that this technol-
ogy could become a better way of carry-
ing out even routine transactions, the
Fed and its counterparts are the institu-
tions that have the most to lose.

Kevin Warsh, a former Federal Reserve
governor, said something like a FedCoin
could be helpful to the central bank.
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Envisioning
an official
digital rival
for Bitcoin

Former Fed official thinks
central banks should give
thought to blockchain

BY NEIL IRWIN

A quarter-century ago, there were 56
teenagers in the American labor force
for every “limited service” restaurant —
that is, the kind where you order at the
counter.

Today, there are fewer than half as
many, which is a reflection both of teen-
agers’ decreasing work force participa-
tion and the explosive growth in restau-
rants.

But in an industry where cheap labor
is an essential component in providing
inexpensive food, a shortage of workers
is changing the equation upon which
fast-food places have long relied. This
can be seen in rising wages, in a growth
of incentives and in the sometimes odd
situations that business owners find
themselves in.

This is why Jeffrey Kaplow, for exam-
ple, spends a lot of time working behind
the counter in his Subway restaurant in
New York. It’s not what he pictured him-
self doing, but he simply doesn’t have
enough employees.

Mr. Kaplow has tried everything he
can think of to find workers, including
placing Craigslist ads, asking other fran-
chisees for referrals and seeking to hire
people from Subways that have closed.

Yet there he was during a recent
lunchtime rush, ringing up veggie foot-
longs and fountain drinks. He feared
that if the line grew too long, people
might get frustrated and not come back.

“Every time there’s a huge line, the
next day the store is nowhere near as
busy,” he explained later as he straight-
ened tables and swept up crumbs.

Across the United States, Keith Miller,
another franchisee, is dealing with the
same problem. “What employees? We
don’t have them anymore,” joked Mr.
Miller, who can’t find enough workers
for the three Subways he owns in North-
ern California.

Since 2010, fast-food jobs have grown
nearly twice as fast as employment over
all, contributing to the economic recov-
ery. But rapid growth has created new
problems. Some say restaurants have
grown faster than demand, causing a
glut of competition that is another
source of pressure on business owners.

Restaurant owners are also worrying
about increased immigration enforce-
ment: Nearly 20 percent of workers are
foreign-born.

With unemployment at a 17-year low,
businesses everywhere are struggling
to find workers. Fast food is feeling the
pinch acutely, especially as one impor-
tant source of workers has dried up. In
2000, about 45 percent of those between
16 and 19 had jobs — today it’s 30 per-
cent. “We used to get overwhelmed with
the number of people wanting summer
jobs,” Mr. Miller said, adding that he
now got a handful of such applications,
at most. “I don’t know what teenagers
do all summer.”

Gavin Poole, a 17-year-old senior at
Montville Township High School in New
Jersey, likes the idea of being his own
boss — that’s one reason he created a
small business out of after-school land-
scaping and handyman work. The

money has helped cover his cellphone
bill and the payments on the Jeep Wran-
gler he leased last year. “I want to be
prepared for the future, because you
don’t know, financially, what situation
you could be in,” he said.

A recent analysis by economists at the
Bureau of Labor Statistics found that an
increased emphasis on education — and
getting scholarships — had contributed
to the decline in working teenagers, re-
flecting both the rising costs of educa-
tion and the low wages most people that
age can earn. Now, after years of bene-
fiting from low-cost labor, many employ-
ers are starting to pay more. Fast-food
wages began rising in 2014 and have in-
creased faster than overall wages since.
But at $10.93 an hour, the pay is still less
than half the average for an hourly em-
ployee, pushing companies to offer
more incentives — like dental insur-
ance, sign-up bonuses and even travel
reimbursement — to entice workers.

That’s good news for workers like
Juan Morales, who has assembled sand-
wiches at a Subway on Staten Island for
more than 15 years. “It’s much better
than before,” said Mr. Morales, who
earns a little more than $15 an hour. “But
for my boss, I see that it’s harder.”

Restaurants are notorious for churn-
ing through employees. But people are
coming and going faster than they have
in recent memory, according to data

from TDn2K, a restaurant research
firm. Last year, the turnover rate
reached 133 percent, meaning that posi-
tions often had to be filled more than
once.

That has forced business owners to
adjust. Tamra Kennedy, who owns nine
Taco John’s franchises in the Midwest,
started offering $100 as a bonus to new

employees who reached 100 hours. She
has started offering merit increases
twice a year, and she pays all employees
more than the minimum wage.

“Hiring has been more challenging in
the last two years than probably the pre-
vious 10,” Ms. Kennedy said.

About half of her stores are under-
staffed. So she has devised work-

arounds: Digital probes, not people,
now record food temperatures. She has
also invested in expensive new registers
that can produce reports that employ-
ees used to do by hand.

“I’ve never seen the industry in this
kind of situation,” said Robert S. Goldin,
a partner at the food consulting firm
Pentallect. “It’s never been like this.”

Labor costs are rising, according to an
estimate from Dean Haskell, a partner
at National Retail Concept Partners, a
restaurant and retail consulting firm in
Denver. Mr. Haskell analyzed public fi-
nancial filings from 15 major chains and
determined that those companies spent
about $73 million more on labor last year
than the year before.

McDonald’s has announced that it will
expand its tuition-reimbursement pro-
gram, committing $150 million over five
years to tuition reimbursement for em-
ployees who work at its stores for at
least 90 days. Before, the requirement
was nine months.

“Thirty years ago, I would not put up
with the stuff I put up with today,” said
John Motta, a longtime Dunkin’ Donuts
franchisee in Nashua, N.H. When an em-
ployee recently missed a shift, one of his
stores could serve only drive-through
customers for about an hour.

“You try not to be too harsh on them,”
he said, “because you’re afraid tomor-
row they’re not going to show up.”

Help wanted at fast-food counters

BY RACHEL ABRAMS
AND ROBERT GEBELOFF

Jeffrey Kaplow, second from left, working at the Subway store he owns in New York City. With unemployment at a 17-year low, businesses are struggling to find workers.
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Gavin Poole, a 17-year-old student, created a business out of after-school landscaping
and handyman work. The money has helped pay for a Jeep Wrangler he leased.

A reader recently asked me about
Venezuelan rum.

“Is it ethical to still drink it given the
current horrific situation politically
and economically?” she wrote in an
email. “I adore dark rum and recently
have become enamored with all rums
from Venezuela but especially
Diplomático. I joke that I am support-
ing the people of Venezuela but am I
really? Should I stop drinking them?
Who really owns those companies?”

The backdrop for her questions is
Venezuela’s descent into increasing
isolation, mired in an economic crisis,
hyperinflation and basic problems of
survival like food shortages and a
starving population amid the authori-
tarian socialist rule of its president,
Nicolás Maduro.

But is avoiding a country’s products
an appropriate response, or even
justified? Is there a difference between
rum brands like Diplomático and Ron
Santa Teresa?

“Living in a country like Venezuela,
you have to live ethical dilemmas on a
daily basis,” said Alberto Vollmer, the
chief executive of Ron Santa Teresa,
the oldest and most polarizing of the
rum companies in the country, in a
recent interview. He likened operating
in the country to walking on eggshells,
and then reconsidered. “More like
broken bottles.”

While Venezuela’s economy is domi-
nated by oil, the history of rum in the
region goes back to the colonial era.

Deciding how you spend your own
money seems like a fundamental right
in a democracy. But Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar, writing in The Guardian,
warned of “boycott fatigue” related to
fresh campaigns against Starbucks
from the left and the San Antonio
Spurs from the right.

My first call on Venezuelan rum was
to Thor Halvorssen, an activist who

runs the Human Rights Foundation,
which puts on the Oslo Freedom For-
um, a conference that honors dissi-
dents from around the world.

Mr. Halvorssen is a dual citizen of
Venezuela and Norway, with deep
roots in both countries. He thinks
boycotts should be focused on repres-
sive governments.

“Engaging in boycotts that dampen
someone’s freedom of expression is
probably not a good idea, because
those winds can turn on you,” he said.
He brought up calls to boycott the
Coachella music festival because of its
owner’s views on gay rights, noting
that “the owner of Coachella can’t have
you tortured and taken away.”

He also said there is “not a one-size-
fits-all solution or prescription with
regards to ethics, boycotts and authori-
tarianism.” He believes proceeds from
purchases of goods from places like
Cuba end up helping a repressive
government.

He had a more nuanced take on
Venezuela, and said the question was
more situational, depending on the
company. But he was vociferous about
one rum in particular — Santa Teresa,
and its owner, Mr. Vollmer.

“He acts as an ambassador for the
regime,” said Mr. Halvorssen. “Nobody
should buy Santa Teresa.”

That might sound like a tough
stance. Mr. Vollmer, 49, has worked to
rehabilitate gang members in his re-
gion by creating an ambitious work
training program called Project Alca-
traz, and also organizes rugby matches
for gang members and prison inmates.

But Mr. Vollmer has also long
courted controversy for his accommo-
dations to Mr. Maduro and his prede-
cessor, Hugo Chávez. He also has a
warm relationship with Tareck El
Aissami, Venezuela’s vice president,
who has been sanctioned by the United
States as a drug trafficker.

Mr. Vollmer particularly fanned
resentments when he appeared with
Mr. Maduro last year, gave a speech,
shook his hand enthusiastically and

accepted government aid amid eco-
nomic turmoil.

“He received the subsidies from the
government and then he went on
television to praise the government, in
Venezuela and elsewhere,” said Mr.
Halvorssen, calling such executives
“key enablers of the regime.”

I met Mr. Vollmer this month in New
York to hear his side of the story. He is
a charismatic executive whose great-
grandfather was a merchant from
Hamburg who married a first cousin of
the Venezuelan independence hero
Simón Bolívar. (Mr. Halvorssen is also
a descendant of Bolívar.)

“For me, the main ethical dilemma
that I have every single day is basical-
ly thinking, is it right to stay here?” he
said of his country. “Putting my three
kids in danger, I’ve got a 6-month-old
baby, a 4-year-old and a 6-year-old, and
of course my wife. Every single day
they are there, their lives are at risk.”

“But then you think, if we leave, then
what are you leaving unprotected?” he
added. “And so you’re talking about
7,500 families that depend on you,
you’ve got the development of the
country, you’ve got all that responsibil-
ity that’s somehow on your shoulders,
that you’re basically leaving behind.”

Regarding his appearance last year
with Mr. Maduro, he said “I spoke with
bad timing and probably the wrong

body language. Not probably, surely.
You know I’ve heard the speech sev-
eral times, and when you see the con-
tent of the speech, the content wasn’t
bad. The body language was bad, the
timing was bad.”

He said his company was extended a
line of credit by the government, and
ultimately used $1 million to buy bar-
rels for aging rum. When I asked him
what he thought about the govern-
ment, he paused.

“Wow,” he said. “I’m just thinking
what the right answer is.”

“I would say I think we’ve made
mistakes, and when I say we, I’m
talking as a country. Decisions that
have been taken have been wrong
decisions that have taken us to a coun-
try that is in crisis, that has been iso-
lated. Now I also believe that the big-
gest challenge we have as a country
right now is coming together in having
a unifying vision, a common vision.”

His company has survived for 221
years, and he appears determined to
continue.

“In such a polarized environment, if
you try to be neutral, everyone is going
to attack you,” Mr. Vollmer said. “If you
leave, if the good guys leave, who is
going to be there? Who is going to help
steer things in the right direction? And
when things somehow open up, who is
going to be there to be build?”

Other rum companies have taken a
lower profile. Victoria Cooper, a
spokeswoman for Diplomático, issued
a statement that lived up to the compa-
ny’s name: “We are aware of the diffi-
cult situation that our country is fac-
ing, and it is our duty to support our
local community and employees in the
best way we can.”

Mr. Halvorssen, for his part, believes
there should be more thought put into
the question of the political conditions
under which products are made.

“People are smart when it comes to
buying their groceries, buying cage-
free eggs,” he said. “Why wouldn’t
people have an individual commerce
policy?”

The dilemma in a glass of Venezuelan rum

JENS MORTENSEN FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

REPORTER’S NOTEBOOK

BY DANNY HAKIM

graphic divide,” it has had an effect on
some of the settings and people who ap-
pear in advertisements, said Harris Dia-
mond, chief executive of McCann World-
group.

A recent Chevrolet commercial from
the firm reflects that newfound aware-
ness, he said. The ad features actual
Chevy truck owners, several with
Southern accents, describing the stories
behind dents and scratches on their
trucks.

“There has been a little bit of a re-
awakening to the fact that we probably
went too far with respect towards push-
ing a sort of cosmopolitan, what some
people viewed as an elitist, image,” Mr.
Diamond said. “I think if you look at
some of the campaigns that are out
there, you will see more imagery that is
more broadly associated with all of
America rather than cosmopolitan
America.”

As a result of its research, HP will now
design ads with consumers’ political
leanings in mind — the same way it con-
siders age, ethnicity and income when
formulating its marketing plans, the
company said in a report last month.
Just as the company might design cer-
tain marketing for a Latino audience,
Mr. Lucio said, “we’re going to have to
test first and foremost whether a piece
of content actually works across the
aisle and whether there’s a possibility of
custom-made content.”

More of that work will be visible over
time, he said.

“We’re about to launch a campaign for
the premium line, and it is going to have
a couple of digital videos,” Mr. Lucio
said. “And we said we have to make one
for the heartland.”

Marketers 
focus on 
America’s 
heartland
HEARTLAND, FROM PAGE 5
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Eva Husson’s “Girls of the Sun” remains
a rarity in cinema for being a story cen-
tered on women in combat. In a year of
historic battles over the status quo in
gender and power relations, the story
gains a special resonance.

“At such an important moment in his-
tory for women — a paradigm shift — I
was very surprised that nothing had
been done on this level before,” Ms. Hus-
son said of the film, which will have its
premiere at the Cannes Film Festival.
“As a woman, I’ve been quite angry over
the past year.”

In “Girls of the Sun,” a former lawyer
(Golshifteh Farahani) joins a battalion
of women in Kurdistan after escaping
enslavement by extremists. She be-
comes a commander and recounts her
experiences to a war reporter (Emman-
uelle Bercot). The resulting drama was
compared with “Black Panther” by
Thierry Frémaux, the festival’s director,
for revamping traditional points of view.

“My experience is a lot of women
have lived through very traumatic
things, but most of them are extremely
strong and resilient and are hard-core
survivors,” Ms. Husson said. “These
stories are truly powerful to other wom-
en, and I felt they are not told enough.”

Ms. Husson is one of the three female
directors in the 21-film competition at
Cannes, which runs through May 19. In
the past, the festival has drawn criticism
for gender imbalances in its lineup. And
this year, other urgent political strug-
gles also enter the spotlight.

If anything could define its 71st edi-
tion — which is being held on the 50th
anniversary of the May 1968 protests in
France against President Charles de
Gaulle’s government, when the festival
shut down after days of sit-ins — it is the
impossibility of compartmentalizing
movies during turbulent times.

The 2018 competition, for example,
also has the latest film from Iran’s Jafar
Panahi, “Three Faces.” Yet for years, Mr.
Panahi has been confined in his home
country by the Iranian government. He
has a Russian counterpart in Kirill Sere-
brennikov, director of “Leto,” a competi-
tion film about rock ’n’ roll in Russia dur-
ing the 1980s. Mr. Serebrennikov, an ac-
claimed theater director, has been under
house arrest in Moscow.

Even in the weeks since the an-
nouncement of this year’s lineup, fresh
political dramas emerged. Wanuri
Kahiu’s “Rafiki (Friend)” was banned in
her home country, Kenya. The film, the
first Kenyan selection in Cannes history,
portrays a romance between two young
women, taboo and illegal in that country.

“As much as it’s a great, great honor to
have a film acknowledged in Cannes,

you want the people you made it for to be
able to see it,” Ms. Kahiu said in an inter-
view hours after the Kenyan Film Certi-
fication Board announced the ban.

For directors like Ms. Kahiu, Cannes
serves as a home for exiled films. More
generally, however, the festival remains
a dedicated showcase for the art of cine-
ma, whether politically targeted or not.
It is an unabashedly big stage in an age
of small screens.

In the auteurist tradition of Cannes,
that means spotlighting filmmakers like
Jean-Luc Godard (“The Image Book”),
Alice Rohrwacher (“Happy as Laz-
zaro”), Spike Lee (“BlacKkKlansman”),
Lee Chang-dong (“Burning”), Nuri
Bilge Ceylan (“The Wild Pear Tree”)
and Jia Zhangke (“Ash Is the Purest
White”). Stars, of course, don’t hurt;
Penélope Cruz and Javier Bardem head-
line the festival opener, Asghar
Farhadi’s “Everybody Knows.”

The anticipation for such titles re-
mains high, and in an overwhelming
news media atmosphere, Cannes works
to preserve the impact of its world pre-
mieres. A policy change coordinates the
timing of press screenings so they do not
precede and upstage red carpet galas.
The move seems to ensure that no film-
maker or actor has to read a negative
advance review (or tweet). It also feeds
the sense of mystique and exclusivity
that the festival thrives on.

That might sound a bit like pandering
to producers and publicists looking to
manage the first impressions of their
films. But the shift could also have fans
among filmmakers who like to preserve
some mystery about their work.

“Films are the result of alchemy, and
revealing the ingredients even before
the experiment may prove counterpro-
ductive,” Ms. Rohrwacher wrote in an
email about her “Happy as Lazzaro,” a

tale of a bucolic innocent who leaves his
world “It’s like inviting friends for a
pasta: Real friends don’t ask ‘what
pasta? what sauce?.’”

Ms. Rohrwacher screened “The Won-
ders” in the festival’s Un Certain Regard
section in 2014. The latest class of Un
Certain Regard features other names to
follow, such as Bi Gan (“Long Day’s
Journey Into Night”); Ulrich Köhler
(“In My Room”); and, among several
first-time filmmakers, Vanessa Filho
(“Angel Face”).

The section reflects efforts by the fes-
tival to address the gender imbalance
among its directors. Nearly half the sec-
tion’s films were directed by women.
The actor-filmmaker Nandita Das of In-
dia, a Cannes regular and two-time jury
member, is one of them.

In “Manto,” which Ms. Das also wrote,
she tells the story of the Urdu author
Saadat Hasan Manto, a witty and relent-

less critic of India’s Partition.
Ms. Das views cinema and politics as

going hand in hand. “For me, films have
always been a means to an end. I make
no bones in admitting that what I want
to convey through the film decides the
form that I choose to adopt,” she wrote
in an email.

The stories told by Ms. Das and Ms.
Husson dovetail with a larger sense that
Cannes is acknowledging a changing
world. The 2018 juries feature two fe-
male heads this year (Cate Blanchett
and Ursula Meier), and the festival has

announced efforts to gain parity in its
administrative staff.

There are further announcements
promised at a conference that will con-
vene representatives of Time’s Up, 5050
x 2020 and similar international organi-
zations.

In this climate, the role of Cannes in
defining film history becomes particu-
larly acute. That gives new significance
to its Cannes Classics section, ordinarily
a sedate redoubt of restorations and
cinephiliac documentaries. One of this
year’s selections, the documentary “Be
Natural: The Untold Story of Alice Guy-
Blaché,” shines a light on an early
French filmmaker, who in recent years
has attracted new attention for her pio-
neering work in the late 19th and early
20th centuries.

Far from languishing in obscurity, this
historical film has a celebrity narrator:
Jodie Foster, who was also surprised to
learn about Ms. Guy-Blaché. “I thought,
how is it possible that I’ve never heard
her? She was a writer, producer, studio
head, with 1,000 films under her belt,”
Ms. Foster, a Cannes veteran and multi-
hyphenate, wrote in an email.

“Be Natural” will be screened in the
annual assortment of out-of-competi-
tion films. There are midnight selections
(such as Ramin Bahrani’s “Fahrenheit
451”) and special screenings ranging
from a vintage 50th-anniversary pre-
sentation of “2001: A Space Odyssey” to
a Wim Wenders documentary about
Pope Francis.

The festival also features the usual
complement of enfants terribles and
causes célèbres. Yes, we see you, Lars
Von Trier (“The House That Jack
Built”), back after being banned. And
welcome back — probably — Terry
Gilliam, with “The Man Who Killed Don
Quixote,” which has been the target of
legal threats by a producer.

But this year, it seems unlikely that
Cannes will remain quite the same bub-
ble of art, glamour and gossipy intrigue
that attendees have known. Early sig-
nals suggest that the festival is acknowl-
edging that cinema, like the world, has
entered a period of change. Everybody
knows (to borrow the opening film’s ti-
tle), and, it seems, so does Cannes.

Women’s battles continue at Cannes
Urgent political struggles
in the spotlight are
reflected in the festival

BY NICOLAS RAPOLD

“These stories are truly powerful to other women, and I felt they are not told enough.”

One film was banned in Kenya, and two directors
may not be allowed to leave their home countries.

MANEKI FILMS

Love and war Top, a scene from “Girls of the Sun” by Eva Husson, one of three female directors in the competition. Above, Wanuri Kahiu’s
“Rafiki (Friend)” was banned in her home country, Kenya. The film portrays a romance between two young women, taboo and illegal there.
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“Well, I guess I’ll start at the beginning.”
The opening words spoken in Wang

Bing’s film “He Fengming: A Chinese
Memoir” are humble ones. But what fol-
lows is a record of cataclysmic times in
postwar China, recounted by Ms. He, a
survivor of forced labor camps. She me-
thodically speaks of how it happened,
how she was separated from her hus-
band, all while seated in her cluttered,
dimly lit, utterly ordinary home.

The result is by turns shattering and
sedate — a testimony that one critic
called “both a cry of pain and a sigh of
relief.”

“He Fengming” screened at Cannes
in 2007, the same year as “4 Months, 3
Weeks and 2 Days” and “No Country for
Old Men.” Now Mr. Wang returns to the
festival with a work that gives voice to
more living veterans of history like Ms.
He. “Dead Souls,” his new documentary,
has its world premiere this week, clock-
ing in at 8 hours 15 minutes.

“The only objective is to obtain, from
their memories, the knowledge of the
people who can no longer speak of what
they went through,” Mr. Wang said in an
interview.

The subjects of “Dead Souls” were
condemned in the Communist Party’s
“anti-rightist” campaign in the 1950s.
Like Ms. He, they were imprisoned, en-

slaved and starved in “re-education”
camps like Jiabiangou in the Gobi
Desert.

“Dead Souls” is only the latest film in
an ambitious, outsize oeuvre that seems
to take Frederick Wiseman as the
benchmark for capturing the experi-
ence of a nation.

Mr. Wang’s previous works include
his gargantuan chronicle of obsolescent
factories and their workers, “West of the
Tracks,” which The New York Times
called a “nine-hour masterpiece.” His
14-hour installation “Crude Oil” tracked
the process of oil extraction. “Mrs.
Fang,” his most recent, is a compara-
tively brief (86 minutes) but devastat-
ing elegy of an older woman’s final days.

Mr. Wang sits at the pinnacle of the
Chinese documentary groundswell that
arose with the country’s social and eco-
nomic upheaval in the 1990s. Last year,
he won the Golden Leopard at the Lo-
carno film festival, bestowed by a jury
led by the filmmaker Olivier Assayas.
His work has premiered in Berlin,

Venice (garnering another prize), and
Documenta (which has also commis-
sioned projects of his), with retro-
spectives at the Centre Pompidou and
the Harvard Film Archive.

“Wang brings us inside the world he is
chronicling so thoroughly that, if we

watch it in one go, we are apt to lose
track of what things outside are like,”
the critic Luc Sante wrote of Mr. Wang’s
“epic and intimate” cinema.

“‘Fengming’ stands alongside first-
person precedents like Shirley Clarke’s
‘Portrait of Jason’ (1967) and Errol Mor-

ris’s ‘The Fog of War’ (2004) in its ability
to wrest powerful effects from the de-
ceptively simple setup of a lone ra-
conteur,” the critic Ed Halter wrote.
Other admirers include the filmmakers
Jia Zhangke, Arnaud Desplechin and
Pedro Costa.

For his part, Mr. Wang can sound very
modest about his continuing document
of Chinese history.

“In China, my life is like that of all the
other normal Chinese,” Mr. Wang said.
“I am one of the many from the normal
class. So I filmed these people.”

Mr. Wang was born in the north of
China in 1967, after the events chroni-
cled in “Dead Souls.” Initially studying
photography, he went on to the Beijing
Film Academy, part of the same genera-
tion as Mr. Jia (who also has a film at
Cannes this year). Mr. Wang gorged
himself on the directors Antonioni,
Bergman, and Tarkovsky (partly
thanks to a professor who brought thou-
sands of videotapes from abroad), with
Pasolini close to his heart.

“West of the Tracks,” with its view of
Chinese heavy industry in decline, put a
spotlight on Mr. Wang in 2003. The film
announced an artist with a mission to
catch major epochs and small moments
before they disappeared.

“Dead Souls” is no different. Shot
from 2005 to 2017, it covers most of Chi-
na’s provinces and entailed visits to
more than 120 survivors of re-education
camps. Mr. Wang’s goal was to preserve
memories before they disappeared, in
the vein of Claude Lanzmann’s monu-
mental “Shoah.”

“What happened in the Jiabiangou la-
bor camps was a page unknown in the
Chinese history,” Mr. Wang said of the
project, which at an early stage was ti-
tled “Past in the Present.” “Of course, it’s
not only a tragedy of China, but also one
of the numerous terrible catastrophes in
human history.”

Hard-hitting subject matter can
sometimes be a problem for filmmakers
facing censorship in China, but this does
not seem to have been an obstacle for
Mr. Wang.

“I’ve been free to shoot my films in
China,” he said, explaining that the low
commercial value of his work kept him
from submitting them for theatrical re-
lease there. (“Mrs. Fang” will screen at
next month’s Shanghai International
Film Festival.)

“Dead Souls” finds Mr. Wang again
embracing the immersive approach that
has yielded memorable results: the
touching and magical fireside moments
with migrants in “Ta’ang,” or the un-
nervingly free wanderings of children
left to fend for themselves in “Three Sis-
ters.” It’s a form of cinema that begins to
feel more like living with the people on
screen than merely watching them.

For those ready to commit the time
and attention, “Dead Souls” will be an
oasis of focus amid the many distrac-
tions of Cannes.

With his typical cool understatement,
Mr. Wang said: “I don’t have particular
expectations from the audience. I hope
this film can hold the content of the
stories I shot. In other words, there is a
lot of content in this film. That’s why it’s
long.”

Wang Bing gives voice to history
‘Dead Souls’ documents
the struggles of those
enslaved in the 1950s

BY NICOLAS RAPOLD

Long memories Wang Bing, top, whose new documentary, “Dead Souls,” has its world premiere this week at Cannes. Above, one of the
survivors of China’s labor camps in the 1950s who tell their stories in the film, which clocks in at 8 hours 15 minutes.

“What happened in the Jiabiangou labor camps
was a page unknown in the Chinese history.”

LES FILMS D’ICI

STEPHANE DE SAKUTIN/AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE — GETTY IMAGES

Here are some films people will be talk-
ing about this year at Cannes.

“BIRDS OF PASSAGE”
The opening film of Directors’ Fortnight
is being advertised as “the origin story
of the drug trade.” The filmmakers Ciro
Guerra and Cristina Gallego of Co-
lombia portray a family crime dynasty
that faces a clash between tradition and
the brutal demands of its illicit business.
In 2015, Mr. Guerra mesmerized audi-
ences with the trancelike Amazon River
drama “Embrace of the Serpent,” and he
is already at work on his next film with
Robert Pattinson.

“BLACKKKLANSMAN”
Spike Lee is in the competition for the
first time since “Jungle Fever” in 1991.
Mr. Lee’s Cannes comeback seems
likely to fry the brain circuits of viewers:
It’s the true story of Ron Stallworth, a
black Colorado police detective who
went undercover in the Ku Klux Klan in
the late 1970s with the help of a white fel-
low officer. John David Washington,
who played a conflicted cop in the Sun-
dance award-winner “Monsters and
Men,” stars as Mr. Stallworth with Adam
Driver as his partner.

“BURNING”
Fans of Haruki Murakami will be curi-
ous about this adaptation of his short
story “Barn Burning.” The director Lee
Chang-dong of South Korea has spun a
feature out of the tale’s chance encoun-
ters between a writer and a freewheel-
ing couple (an arsonist and a model).
Mr. Lee’s take may not follow all the par-
ticulars of the original, but Mr. Mu-
rakami’s text is in good hands: The film-
maker’s last feature, “Poetry,” won Best
Screenplay at Cannes. Steven Yuen, a
“Walking Dead” alumnus, plays the fire-
starter.

“CAPERNAUM”
The third feature from Nadine Labaki, a
Lebanese director and actor, puts a new
twist on the enduring theme of children
finding their own place in the world. The
story concerns a 12-year-old boy who
sues his parents for bringing him into
the world. Ms. Labaki, who directed the
warm and wise beauty parlor drama
“Caramel,” again taps nonprofessional
actors for much of her cast and uses a
Middle Eastern fishing village for a set-
ting.

“THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT”
Much like Terry Gilliam’s long-gestating
“The Man Who Killed Don Quixote,”
Lars Von Trier’s latest feature was

nearly going to be famous for not show-
ing at Cannes. The uncertainty arose be-
cause Mr. Von Trier had been banned
from the festival for comments he made
in 2011 about Hitler. His film will screen
out of competition. Mr. Von Trier’s new-
est provocation evokes pure, twisted id:
A serial killer (Matt Dillon) undertakes
five murders as if they were art. Uma
Thurman, Bruno Ganz and Riley
Keough also star.

“THE IMAGE BOOK”
A few years ago at Cannes, Jean-Luc Go-
dard drew wild applause midfilm for the
3-D experiments of “Goodbye to Lan-
guage.” The feat proved that a new film
by the 87-year-old Mr. Godard remains

an event, and after he missed the last
edition, the 2018 lineup at last features
his latest venture into the poetics of pure
cinema. The film reportedly addresses
the present and past of the Middle East,
but as ever, the real draw is Mr. Godard.

“HAPPY AS LAZZARO”
Lazzaro, a good-hearted farm boy, be-
friends a nobleman named Tancredi in
Alice Rohrwacher’s long-awaited fea-
ture after “The Wonders,” 2014 entry in
the festival section Un Certain Regard.
Strange adventures in modernity ensue
after Tancredi enlists Lazzaro in a kid-
napping scheme involving . . . Tancredi.
Ms. Rohrwacher’s feel for secluded com-
munities and the wisdom of innocents

looks to be on display in the story, which
has a time-travel component that the di-
rector compares to the story of Rip Van
Winkle.

“LONG DAY’S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT”
Bi Gan may not be as well known as his
compatriot Jia Zhangke (who is also ap-
pearing in this year’s edition), but his
prior feature, “Kaili Blues,” announced
a spectacular new voice in Chinese cine-
ma. In his next film, starring Sylvia
Chang and Tang Wei, a man goes on a
quest to track down a woman from his
past. It’s film noir, but infused with daz-
zling color. At the press conference an-
nouncing this year’s lineup, the feature
was described as a mix of David Lynch
and Hou Hsiao-hsien.

“THREE FACES”
Honored at festivals across the world,
the director Jafar Panahi has remained
confined in Iran and nominally banned
from filmmaking. But that has not pre-
vented him from directing yet another
feature. Mr. Panahi chronicles three Ira-
nian actresses from different genera-
tions, pre- and post-revolution, setting
the action in the country’s mountains as
opposed to the usual backdrop of
Tehran (or rooms in Tehran). The
Cannes festival is reportedly trying to
secure permission for Mr. Panahi to at-
tend.

“UNDER THE SILVER LAKE”
Andrew Garfield stars as a lost soul in
what sounds like a classic trip into a
Pynchon-esque California bizarro-
world. Mr. Garfield’s character begins
by trying to track down a beguiling
woman who has disappeared, but who
knows where it goes from there. The di-
rector David Robert Mitchell showed an
indefatigable focus with his creepy twist
on ghoulish stalker horror, “It Follows,”
and the new film promises another de-
stabilizing universe for audiences to en-
ter.

What to watch for at Cannes
A global roster includes
new work by Spike Lee
and Jean-Luc Godard

BY NICOLAS RAPOLD

Coming attractions Clockwise from top left: scenes from “Birds of Passage,” from the Colombian filmmakers Ciro Guerra and Cristina Gal-
lego; Lars Von Trier’s “The House That Jack Built”; Spike Lee’s “BlacKkKlansman”; and “Burning,” from Lee Chang-dong of South Korea.

Stories of a crime dynasty, undercover police work,
chance encounters, adventures in modernity, a
serial killer, a boy who sues his parents and more.

ONLY DR DAVID LEE/FOCUS FEATURES

CHRISTIAN GEISNAES/ZENTROPACIUDAD LUNAR
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KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA I have never
quite bought the notion that democra-
cy delivers a government no better
than what its people deserve. The
phrase, often repeated in anger or
haste, is clever, but it ignores political
realities. We do not deserve the gov-
ernment we get if the government we
get is the consequence of fear and
uncertainty, poverty, weakened demo-
cratic institutions, systematic racism,
gerrymandering and a system stacked
in favor of those in power.

Malaysia votes on May 9 and almost
every projection has Barisan Nasional,
the ruling coalition led by Prime Min-
ister Najib Razak, claiming electoral
victory for the 14th consecutive time.
To be precise: This coalition or a pred-
ecessor has governed Malaysia (and
before it, Malaya) for over 60 years,
without a break. Barisan Nasional and
Co. probably is the longest-ruling
political alliance in the world.

But Wednesday’s election — hash-
tag: #GE14 — is being called “the
mother of all elections” for other rea-
sons as well.

Our disparate and desperate opposi-
tion recently came together to create
the closest thing Malaysia has had to a
two-party election, with all opposition
candidates agreeing to campaign

under the flag and
logo of the People’s
Justice Party of
Anwar Ibrahim, who
is in prison on sod-
omy charges
(again). Mahathir
Mohamad, Ma-
laysia’s nonagenar-
ian ex-prime min-

ister, has reunited with Mr. Anwar — a
former deputy he sacked and first had
jailed — to lead the opposition against
the very system he created and helped
fortify during more than two decades
in power.

What’s more, Mr. Mahathir is doing
this by campaigning for the political
party that was set up to fight injustices
allegedly perpetrated while he was in
power. But never mind that. Facing a
Trumpian Mr. Najib — another ex-
protégé of his — who promises to
“Make Malaysia Great,” Mr. Mahathir
has pledged to save the country from
this scandal-ridden government.

Over nearly a decade in office, Mr.
Najib and his administration have been
plagued by wild allegations, ranging
from various counts of financial impro-
priety to conspiracy to commit murder.
Among all the kaffeeklatsch and the
hearsay, all the tales of lavish living and
cronyism, one story line stands out: a
case of kleptocracy so immense that it is
has spawned criminal and regulatory
investigations in at least 10 jurisdictions
around the world.

The scandal in question has to do
with the sovereign wealth fund 1Ma-
laysia Development Berhad, or 1MDB,
which Mr. Najib set up in 2009 to spur
economic development in Malaysia.
According to the United States Depart-
ment of Justice, money from the fund
has been used to purchase ritzy apart-
ments in Manhattan, mansions in Los
Angeles, paintings by Monet and Van
Gogh, a corporate jet, a luxury yacht —
and even to finance the making of “The
Wolf of Wall Street.” Some $681 million

may also have wound their way into
our prime minister’s personal bank
accounts.

Yet 1MDB will play little to no part in
Wednesday’s election.

Why? For one thing, from the outset
Mr. Najib used his power and influence
to interfere with investigations into the
scandal. He replaced the attorney
general who was getting ready to file
criminal charges against him and
sacked cabinet members who were
openly criticizing the government’s
handling of the allegations. Four mem-
bers of the parliamentary accounts
committee charged with investigating
the case were promoted to cabinet
positions, and the committee’s work
was suspended.

The Najib administration ag-
gressively went after the media, block-
ing internet access to independent
websites like The Malaysian Insider,
The Sarawak Report and Medium. It
suspended the publication of The Edge
Weekly after the newspaper ran an
investigative piece making the same
claims the United States Justice De-
partment would make about a year
later.

In recent times, the Malaysian gov-
ernment has pushed through restric-
tions on free speech, arrested individu-
als for sedition and introduced repres-
sive laws — including one, ostensibly
aimed at terrorists, that allows sus-
pects to be detained indefinitely and
another that punishes individuals for
maliciously spreading “fake news.”

While all of this was happening, Mr.
Najib was off doing statesmanlike
things: hobnobbing with world leaders
at important economic summits, nego-
tiating trans-Pacific trade deals, golfing
with President Obama, building ties
with China and setting up Malaysia as
a key regional force in the fight against
terrorism.

It must have helped that 1MDB was
far too vast and far too complex a
scandal for many people to fathom. In
any event, the administration’s strat-
egy of information suppression and
distraction worked. Because here we
are, facing the mother of all general
elections, and Malaysians still are not
paying attention to this kleptocracy
scandal, perhaps the biggest in the
history of the world.

Last September, in a survey of Ma-

laysian voters aged 21 to 30 by the
independent pollster Merdeka Center,
just 6 percent of respondents said they
still cared about 1MDB and approxi-
mately 5 percent about Mr. Najib’s
integrity. According to the social-media
observer Politweet, the number of
people tweeting about 1MDB dropped
from 85,118 in 2015 to 19,459 in 2017.

This administration now has near-
complete control over the government,
the various bodies tasked with investi-
gating the scandal and the media. We
don’t murder journalists in Malaysia
yet, but we have become very good at
making life difficult for them. Mr. Na-
jib’s administration has successfully
wagged the dog and manipulated the
electorate into thinking that the scan-
dal doesn’t matter. Come May 9, he
may win yet another election in spite of
it.

About a month ago, a series of videos
titled #namasayanajib, or #mynameis-
najib, began appearing here as ads on
YouTube. The videos feature a boy —
who just happens to share our prime
minister’s first name — and his many
adventures as he encounters various
situations that allow him to display his

virtues. He is hardworking. He is hon-
est. He is enterprising. He is every-
thing a good Malaysian should be.

In one episode, young Najib is ac-
cused of stealing a watch, when all he
did was put it aside for safekeeping. In
another, one of his classmates accuses
a teacher after money from their school
goes missing. When the boy is proved
wrong, Najib lectures him about jump-
ing to conclusions without knowing all
the facts. (We never find out who is
responsible for the theft.)

I don’t know if Barisan Nasional
ultimately is behind this thinly veiled
propaganda. But the video series’s 13
moralistic tales appear to be a myth-
making exercise designed to invite the
public to associate Najib the prime
minister with Najib the boy and make
us feel like the country’s leader is one
of us. Maybe even a bit better.

Which makes me wonder: If so, do
Najib’s sins then also become our own,
especially if we re-elect him?

MANAN VATSYAYANA/AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE — GETTY IMAGES

Despite the
election on
Wednesday,
we still are
paying no
attention
to one of
the greatest 
cases of
kleptocracy
in history.

Umapagan Ampikaipakan

UMAPAGAN AMPIKAIPAKAN is the host of
“The Evening Edition” on BFM 89.9,
Malaysia’s only independent English-
language talk radio station.

What is wrong with Malaysia?

A supporter wears
a lapel pin bear-
ing a portrait of
Prime Minister
Najib Razak of the
ruling coalition
party Barisan
Nasional during a
campaign event in
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, this
month.

Do Prime
Minister
Najib’s sins
become ours
as well if we
re-elect him?

HOUSTON Washington is not a swamp
and never was. Would that it were.
(The tale that the Capitol was built on
a drained swamp is apocryphal, I’m
told.) The political expression “drain
the swamp” has been traced back to
Socialists in the early 1900s, during a
time when swamps were drained to
reduce the populations of malaria-
carrying mosquitoes. For over a cen-
tury, politicians have used the phrase
to go after the perceived bloodsuckers
of their day — lobbyists, corrupt offi-
cials, wasteful spenders. But after
having killed half the wetlands in our
country, we should not want to drain
any more swamps.

Granted, the swamp is not well
suited for human habitation, but hu-
mans depend on it all the same. It
filters water, removing the excess
nitrogen created by agricultural runoff.
It supports hundreds of species, which
in turn support hundreds of others. It
absorbs floodwaters. The loss of wet-
lands — driven by development and
rising sea levels — played a major role
in recent flooding on the East and Gulf
Coasts.

The swamp is also the perfection of
paradox. A marsh with trees. Water.
Land. Both and neither.

The use of “swamp” as a pejorative
ignores all of this, while reflecting an

ecological ignorance and a general
disparagement of the swampier re-
gions of the country, particularly in the
South. Denigration of the South often
gets a pass in our society, indulged in
even by those dependent on the
South’s political good will. That is to
say, some of my best friends live near
swamps.

In popular culture, swamp folk are
depicted as not only illiterate but also
nearly unintelligible. They are outlaws
and bootleggers and, in our older
mythologies, witches, ghosts and
runaway slaves. Everyone knows
alligators frequent swamps, and what
good follows that primeval foe?
Swamps are reminders of an uncon-
scious past before subdivisions and
municipalities, a threatening wilder-
ness of spontaneous fires smelling of
decay. To drain them seems almost a
mercy.

Wes Craven’s creature feature
“Swamp Thing” countered this over-
simplification in 1982. The film is based
on the comic book character of the
same name, a slimy mutant with a
moral compass. The hero, Alex Gar-
land, is working in a secret compound
in the Louisiana swamps to create a
formula to aid plant growth — both to
speed production and to allow for
cultivation in inhospitable climates.
The swamp “is where the life is,” he
says; “half the world could eat off the
swamps.”

What you think of the literal swamp
depends on your perspective, your

species, your elevation. Alex says,
“There’s so much beauty in the
swamps if you only look.” Not retweet,
look: the wild stature of bald cypresses
and their reflected knees, the grace of
moss and water birds, an almost lim-
itless variation of greens, the stringed
music of insects and so on.

In other words, a cult film allows for
more complexity and more serious
ecological reflection than many a
contemporary discussion — whether
among politicians, journalists or the
general public.

The etymology of swamp is German,
from sponge or fungus. A sponge in

this context is presumably a bad thing,
soaking up life-giving resources for
itself. If one looks closely, however,
other connotations are possible, such
as abundance, efficiency or receptivity.
What is thought as a stagnant hin-
drance might be a model of dynamic
stasis.

If Washington really were more like
a swamp, we’d be well served. Swamps
are fecund and productive because of,
not in spite of, their diversity. Swamps
are adaptive, constantly reacting to the
changing environment, while our
legislators are paralyzed by the small-
est challenges. The flexibility and

interdependence of swamps are con-
ducive to the mutual well-being of
thousands of different species (includ-
ing, but not only, Homo sapiens). In
short, if Washington were more like a
swamp, it would be rich, responsive,
efficient and ecologically minded —
interested in balance, not domination.

“Drain the swamp” is a harmful
cliché, a stereotype, used both by those
who have never set foot in soggy wet-
lands and by those who depend on
them. Its origin is ignored, and its
connotations slur whole swaths of our
country. It sounds like a taunt to envi-
ronmentalists. Let’s leave “drain the
swamp” for future lexicographers and
historians to ponder. We know better.

As I drive through the Chacahoula
Swamp on my way to Galliano, La.,
where I grew up, I think of my cousin
who used to catch crawfish in the
Atchafalaya Spillway, slogging through
the swamp, machete in hand, pulling
his boat filled with 20 sacks to get to
market. He cursed not the alligators or
the heat but the parish pumps for
emptying out so much water. From my
car, among the abundant greens, I feel
peace and loss. This is the swamp’s
true lesson: We must learn to wade
through the complexities of our world
with a receptive mind, rather than
pave over what we don’t understand.

Washington
could learn
a thing or
two about
efficiency
and
cooperation
from
America’s
wetlands.

Calling Washington a swamp is offensive to swamps

TIM LAHAN
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green — when most everyone seems to
be making us feel smaller and less
fortunate.

Today, there are people who are
convinced that self-awareness is rela-
tively useless, that self-knowledge is
not going to change the feelings that
we are knowledgeable about. Maybe
these skeptics know something I don’t
know, but experience has taught me
that while I can’t choose what I feel, I
do have sway over how I understand
my feelings and that self-understand-
ing can modify and sculpt those feel-
ings, envy included.

Recently, I watched a documentary
focused on some people who have
committed much of their lives to keep-
ing young people out of jail. Lying on
my couch, I could have gone cynical
with something like, “The system is
hopeless,” but it was manifest that I
envied the devotion of these loving and
generous souls. And so, I started to
lacerate myself with the thought that
instead of writing about envy, I should
harken to it and spend more time
helping those kids on the brink of
falling into the slammer. And maybe I
will.

Gordon Marino

The upside of envy

ARIANNA VAIRO

It might seem petty of me, but for
some time now, I have been bellyach-
ing about the graybeards in black
tights — those sixty- and seventysome-
thing fitness fanatics crowing about
the umpteen miles they log on their
high-priced specialty bikes. Riding
behind my grimaces, of course, has
been a moral judgment — that these
upper-middle-aged exercise zealots are
clear cases of modern-day self-care
gone wild. My verdict is not without a
basis, but honestly, I would not be so
vexed about these aging supercyclists
were it not for the fact that I am ra-
bidly envious of people my age and
beyond who can still experience the
thrill of pushing their bodies to the red
line. I’ve had so many injuries I can’t
do it anymore, and the hours I used to
spend in the sweat parlor were once
essential to keeping my sanity.

A few decades before Freud, Nietz-
sche preached that those of us who are
called to search ourselves need to go
into the inner labyrinth and hunt down
the instincts and passions that blossom
into our pet theories and moral judg-
ments. In this labyrinth, Nietzsche
detected the handwriting of envy
everywhere, observing, “Envy and
jealousy are the private parts of the
human soul.”

A therapist with some 30 years of
experience recently confided to me
that of all the themes his clients found
difficult to delve into — sex included —
there was no tougher nut to crack than
envy. Aristotle described envy not as
benign desire for what someone else
possesses but “as the pain caused by
the good fortune of others.” Not sur-
prisingly these pangs often give way to
a feeling of malice. Witness the fact
that throughout history and across
cultures, anyone who enjoyed a piece
of good fortune feared and set up
defenses against the “evil eye.” Of
course, there is not much talk today
about the evil eye, at least not in the
West, but it surely isn’t because we are
less prone to envy than our ancestors.

In his essay “On Envy,” the philoso-
pher Francis Bacon wrote, “Of all other
affections, it is the most importune and
continual. For of other affections there
is occasion given but now and then;
and therefore it was well said, ‘Invidia
festos dies non agit.’ ” That is, “Envy
keeps no holidays.”

One of the reasons envy does not
take a holiday is that we never give a
rest to the impulse to compare our-

selves to one another. I have had stu-
dents respond with glee to being ad-
mitted to a graduate program and then
a few days later coyly ask: “Hey, Doc.
How many applicants do you think
were rejected?” — as in, the more
rejected the merrier I can allow myself
to be.

Social media has generated new
vistas for this compulsion to compare
and lord it over others.

Maybe it is a subtle form of what
Nietzsche describes as the “will to
power,” but many advertisers promise
that buying their product will not only
raise your status, but also that pulling
into the driveway with that shiny new

sports car will give
your neighbor a sour
stomach.

But is there any-
thing to be learned
from envy? If Socra-
tes was right and the
unexamined life is
not worth living,

then surely we should examine our
feelings to find what we really care
about as opposed to what we would
like to think we care about. And what
better instrument for this kind of self-
examination than envy, a feeling as
honest as a punch.

For instance, I often find a reason to
become angry with people I am envi-
ous of. But if I can identify the lizard of
envy crawling around in my psyche, I
can usually tamp down the ire. That
same awareness can also help mitigate
moral judgments. Recognizing the
envy when my sixtysomething friend
boasted that he had recently com-
pleted a marathon, I was able to re-
strain myself from giving rope to the
indignant thought, “Instead of running
miles every day, why don’t you spend
some time tutoring disadvantaged
kids!”

Kierkegaard, who once remarked
that he could offer a course on envy,
commented on this tale from ancient
Greece: “The man who told Aristides
that he was voting to banish him,
‘because he was tired of hearing him

everywhere called the only just man,’
actually did not deny Aristides excel-
lence but confessed something about
himself, that his relationship to excel-
lence was not the happy infatuation of
admiration but the unhappy infatua-
tion of envy.” Then Kierkegaard adds
the all-important, “But he did not
minimize the excellence.”

“Envy is secret admiration,”
Kierkegaard said. As such, if we are
honest with ourselves, envy can help
us identify our vision of excellence and
where need be, perhaps reshape it. The
Danish firebrand bemoaned the fact
that unlike Aristides, the tendency of
his Copenhagen brethren was to deny
that ugly feeling and disparage the
person who delivers those packages of
resentment and ill-will, like those
cursed geezers zooming by my house
on their bikes. Oh, how I wish I could
join them!

Camus wrote, “Great feelings take
with them their own universe, splendid
or abject. They light up with their
passion an exclusive world. . . . There
is a universe of jealousy, of ambition, of
selfishness, or of generosity. A uni-
verse — in other words a metaphysic
and an attitude of mind.” We don’t see
the world as two-dimensional repre-
sentations. Our emotions imbue our
perceived universe with valence and
color. Unpleasant as it might be, it is
good to know when we are projecting

GORDON MARINO is a professor of philos-
ophy at St. Olaf College and the author,
most recently, of “The Existentialist’s
Survival Guide: How to Live Authenti-
cally in an Inauthentic Age.”

It is a feeling
as honest as a
punch. And
we can learn
from it.

A few short but very long days in the life
of the Trump presidency: On Wednes-
day night, Rudy Giuliani, a newly
minted member of the president’s legal
team, acknowledged on national televi-
sion that Mr. Trump had been aware of
his personal lawyer Michael Cohen’s
$130,000 payment to an adult film ac-
tress on Mr. Trump’s behalf — contra-
dicting the president’s previous claims.
Mr. Trump promptly attempted damage
control by tweet to ward off speculation
that the payment to Stephanie Clifford,
known professionally as Stormy Dan-
iels, might have constituted a violation
of campaign finance law. Though the
president’s tweets seemed to confirm
Mr. Giuliani’s account of events, on
Friday Mr. Trump hinted that his lawyer
needed to “get his facts straight.”

Mr. Giuliani’s comments came only a
few hours after news broke out that
another of Mr. Trump’s attorneys would
retire from the legal team handling the
Russia investigation — the second to

depart in six weeks. The previous day,
the president’s personal doctor accused
Mr. Trump’s former bodyguard and
others of “raiding” his office and remov-
ing Mr. Trump’s medical records, while
Sarah Huckabee Sanders, the White
House press secretary, deflected ques-
tions about a New York Times story
listing in detail a range of subjects about

which Robert Muel-
ler, the special coun-
sel, is seeking to
interview the presi-
dent. Through it all,
Mr. Trump fumed on
Twitter over the
“Russian witch hunt.”

So goes a normal
week in 2018. The
push alerts ping. The
tweets stack up.
Arguments over
constitutional law

and attorney-client privilege fill the
airwaves. The noise roars so loudly and
from so many different sources that
however much we strain to listen, it’s
next to impossible to make sense out of
it. Or to put it another way: Does any of
this matter?

Probably. But the unsatisfying an-
swer is that we don’t know — and we
really don’t know which parts will end
up mattering in the long run. As the
litigations and investigations move
forward, though, it’s worth taking a step
back and considering the various legal
fronts on which the president is fighting
simultaneously — filtering out as much
noise from the signal as we can so the
stakes are clear. Think of what follows
as a cheat sheet to the legal circus sur-
rounding the White House.

THE MUELLER INVESTIGATION
The special counsel’s investigation

into Russian election interference is
made up of several different threads —
and each, as far as we know, could pose
a degree of danger to the president. Mr.
Trump can probably rest easy that he
won’t be indicted — not necessarily
because of a clean legal bill of health, but
because internal Justice Department
guidelines bar the indictment of a sitting
president, and the famously by-the-
book Mr. Mueller is unlikely to pursue
charges. So any untimely end to his
presidency would probably come
through impeachment.

Though impeachment has a legal

flavor, in practice it’s a matter of politics.
Congress would need to mutiny, and
while Mr. Trump’s approval ratings are
bad, they are not bad at all among Re-
publicans, which makes impeachment
unlikely for now, given Republican
control of both the House and the Sen-
ate.

ELECTION INTERFERENCE
This is at the center of Mr. Mueller’s

investigation, but it remains distant
from the president himself. The Russian
effort involved two prongs: first, the use
of social media to spread disinformation
and discord; and second, the hacking
and leaking of emails belonging to the
Clinton campaign and the Democratic
National Committee. The special coun-
sel laid out a comprehensive case on the
former in the indictment of Russians
affiliated with “information warfare
against the United States.” The indict-
ment does describe how Russians pos-
ing as Americans reached out to Trump
campaign officials, but Deputy Attorney
General Rod Rosenstein took pains to
emphasize that “there is no allegation in
this indictment that any American had
any knowledge” of Russian activities.

Quinta Jurecic

A cheat sheet to the Trump circus

The
investigations
swirling
around the
president are
dizzying.
Here’s what
really
matters.
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It is a matter of obvious irritation and concern to older
members of the European Union that some of the new
members in Central Europe are blatantly flouting the
Western democratic values they purportedly signed on
for when they joined. It grates all the more when Poland
and Hungary, the two most visible violators, are among
the biggest recipients of the union’s aid.

Not surprisingly, as Steven Erlanger reports in The
Times, this has led to talk in the European Commission,
the European Union’s bureaucracy, of linking aid in the
next seven-year budget, which takes effect in 2021, to the
status of the courts in member nations. The idea is that
focusing on an independent judiciary as a prerequisite
for sound financial management would avoid the impres-
sion of Brussels imposing its values on independent
states.

It’s a tempting notion. The bloc’s funding is important
to Central European countries. It accounts for 61 percent
of infrastructure spending in Poland and 55 percent in
Hungary; European Union-fueled economic growth has
been a major factor in the popularity of Hungary’s prime
minister, Viktor Orban.

But it’s not a very good idea. Financial sanctions have
a poor track record in altering regime behavior. And
however the sanctions are advertised, they would inev-
itably reinforce the sense among many in the former
Soviet bloc countries of being second-class citizens in the
union.

None of this means that leaders in Central Europe or
anywhere else are free to do as they will. The European
Union is obligated and within its rights to demand that
all member countries adhere to its democratic standards,
no matter their history.

But that must be done by persuading citizens of the
new members that their rights, dignity and status as
full-fledged fellow Europeans are being trampled when
populist demagogues curtail their freedoms or the rule of
law.

The transfer of wealth from rich to poor in the union
was never meant as charity or reward, but as a way of
raising the economic level of new members for the bene-
fit of the entire bloc. Setting political conditions on aid
would risk achieving the opposite — slowing develop-
ment, alienating people, entrenching populist rulers and
further deepening the fissures in the union.

The question
of what to do
about nations
like Poland
and Hungary
is not as easy
to answer as 
it might seem.

THE E.U.’S ILLIBERAL MEMBERS

The administration of Donald Trump is promoting absti-
nence with a zeal perhaps never before seen from the
federal government.

Mr. Trump’s Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices is quietly advancing an anti-science, ideological
agenda. The department last year prematurely ended
grants to some teen pregnancy prevention programs,
claiming weak evidence of success. More recently, it set
new funding rules that favor an abstinence-only ap-
proach. In reality, programs that use creative ways to
educate teenagers about contraception are one reason
teen pregnancy in the United States has plummeted in
recent years.

The administration is promoting a “just say no” ap-
proach to adults as well as to teenagers. It’s poised to
shift Title X family planning dollars — funds largely
intended to help poor adult women around the United
States get birth control — toward programs that advo-
cate abstinence outside of marriage, as well as unreliable
forms of birth control like the rhythm method.

Nor are its sights limited to the United States. As Buz-
zFeed News reported, administration officials who at-
tended recent closed-door meetings at the United Na-
tions were preoccupied with abstinence.

The administration’s approach defies all common
sense. There is no good evidence that abstinence-only
education prevents or delays young people from having
sex, leads them to have fewer sexual partners or reduces
rates of teen pregnancy or sexually transmitted infec-
tions. And given that almost all Americans engage in
premarital sex, this vision of an abstinent-outside-of-
marriage world is simply at odds with reality.

Abstinence-only education also spreads misinforma-
tion. A 2004 government report found that many such
curriculums undersold the effectiveness of condoms and
made unscientific assertions, like a claim that a 43-day-
old fetus is a “thinking person.”

Public health experts strongly recommend a compre-
hensive approach to sex education, one that informs
young people about abstinence as well as about various
forms of contraception and other aspects of sexual
health.

Disinformation is at the center of this agenda. It makes
it more difficult for women to acquire the knowledge they
need to control if and when they become pregnant — a
problem that is exacerbated by the administration’s
hostility toward abortion rights. Beyond that, abstinence-
only education keeps all people who are subjected to it in
the dark about critical aspects of their health, and treats
a normal part of life — sexuality, and women’s sexuality
in particular — as aberrant and shameful.

The Trump
administration
has prioritized
abstinence-
only education
— a practice
that’s
ineffective and
spreads mis-
information.
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Two and a half years ago, the playwright
David Henry Hwang approached the
composer Jeanine Tesori with an idea
for a show. Mr. Hwang had seen a recent
revival of “The King and I” at Lincoln
Center in New York, which got him
thinking about how much he loved that
classic Rodgers and Hammerstein mu-
sical (the songs, the story, the moment
the king dies, which never failed to make
him cry) and yet, how much he didn’t
(the play’s history of showing a mostly
white cast in yellowface, its implicit rac-
ism).

How about a story that took all that
and upended it? What if, instead of an
English governess meeting the king of
Siam and bringing the blessings of civili-
zation to his backward-thinking country,
we had a Chinese guy meeting Hillary
Clinton on the eve of the 2016 election?
And then what if, 50 years on, à la “The
King and I,” that chance encounter be-
came the stuff of myth, the basis of a
blockbuster musical in China? The mu-
sic would be gorgeous and entrancing —
that’s where you come in, Jeanine — in
the tradition of the golden age of Broad-
way musicals. It would be a play with
music, or maybe a play that becomes a
musical.

“There was nothing on paper,” Ms.
Tesori recalled. “I don’t even remember
an outline.”

Even so, she assented, persuaded by
Mr. Hwang’s “genuine and ferocious”
passion for the project.

The product of their alliance, “Soft
Power,” will have its world premiere at
the Ahmanson Theater in Los Angeles
when it opens on May 16, signifying the
first collaboration between the Tony
Award-winning creators (Mr. Hwang
for “M. Butterfly,” Ms. Tesori for “Fun
Home”). Joining the pair is Leigh Silver-
man, who has directed several of Mr.
Hwang’s plays, including “Yellow Face”
and “Chinglish,” and who received a
Tony nomination for her work on Ms.
Tesori’s “Violet” in 2014.

The play is a homecoming of sorts for
the Brooklyn-based Mr. Hwang, who
was born and raised in the Los Angeles
suburb of San Gabriel, and whose Tony-
nominated reimagining of “Flower
Drum Song” had its premiere at the
nearby Mark Taper Forum in 2001.
About a half-mile east of the Ahmanson
is the David Henry Hwang Theater,
home of the East West Players, the na-
tion’s longest-running Asian-American
repertory company, which teamed up
with the Center Theater Group on the
premiere of “Soft Power.”

In the play, Xue (Conrad Ricamora), a
Chinese producer doing business in the
United States, hires DHH — a thinly dis-
guised Mr. Hwang, played by the actor
Francis Jue — to create an American TV
series set in Shanghai. The two go to a
2016 campaign fund-raiser for Mrs. Clin-
ton, where Xue meets the presidential
hopeful, played by Alyse Alan Louis.
Later, the scene shifts from downtown
Los Angeles to a Shanghai airport, from
“real life” to the fantasy of a hit Chinese
musical, one in which Xue falls in love
with Mrs. Clinton and helps bring Amer-
ica back from the brink of war.

On a recent afternoon, in an interview
at the Ahmanson, Mr. Hwang spoke of
his deep love for Rodgers and Hammer-
stein musicals, the play’s themes of cul-
tural appropriation and artistic homage,

and why we never hear the word
“Trump” in a play about the 2016 elec-
tion. (“Looking back at this moment 50
years in the future, maybe the Chinese
won’t even remember the name of the
guy who was president.”)

Work on the play began in 2014, when
Michael Ritchie, the artistic director of
the Center Theater Group, gave Mr.
Hwang free rein to create a show for the
50th anniversary season of the group’s
Mark Taper Forum in 2018.

Mr. Hwang knew he wanted to do

something about “The King and I,” a
play that had captivated and rankled
him for years. But he was equally in-
trigued by China’s increasing desire for
“soft power.” “If hard power is your eco-
nomic and military strength, soft power
is your cultural and intellectual influ-
ence,” he said.

Mr. Hwang had seen that desire first-
hand. As the only Asian-American play-
wright in history to win a Tony, he had
become the target of Chinese producers
hoping he could help them stage a play

set in China that would become a Broad-
way hit.

“I happen to be the only nominally
Chinese person who’s ever written a
Broadway show, so I end up going to a
lot of these meetings” with Chinese
producers, he said.

In 2015, Mr. Hwang enlisted the help
of Ms. Silverman and Ms. Tesori. They
met up at Columbia University, where
all three of them were teaching, to
bounce ideas back and forth. “The trian-
gular mind meld on this one was very
deep,” Ms. Silverman said.

Later that year, Mr. Hwang pitched
his still-evolving play to Mr. Ritchie,
along with a heads-up that it might turn
out a bit bigger than what he had ini-
tially thought, what with all the music
and Broadway-style numbers and nar-
rative leaps into the future. Would that
be O.K.? “I’ve worked with him before,
so yeah, I totally trusted him,” Mr.
Ritchie said.

Two weeks after that meeting, on Nov.
29, 2015, Mr. Hwang was stabbed in the
neck as he walked home from the gro-
cery store in his Brooklyn neighbor-
hood, and his vertebral artery was sev-
ered. The crime, part of a rise in attacks
on Asian-Americans in New York City at
that time, made international news.

“In typical David fashion, I learned
about it on Facebook,” Mr. Jue said. “He
posted this very funny post about, ‘Hey,
I’m in the hospital, I got stabbed.’ And
then I started seeing the news reports,
and there was a tremendous amount of
blood on the sidewalk.”

Mr. Hwang found a way to work the
stabbing into the show. Within the Ah-
manson’s auditorium, Mr. Jue, as DHH,
rehearsed that pivotal scene. As he
slowly loses consciousness after the at-

tack, DHH imagines “a beloved Chinese
musical,” and just like that, dancers ap-
pear, and a Chinese jumbo jet descends
from the sky.

“I give David a lot of credit for trans-
lating that incident into this brilliant
idea,” Mr. Jue said, “where maybe
there’s happy endings, and maybe
there’s romance, and maybe there’s a
23-piece orchestra following you
around, helping you express your feel-
ings.”

A lot of those transcendent moments
come courtesy of Ms. Tesori’s composi-
tions, which range from “It Just Takes
Time,” an ode to budding love in which
Mrs. Clinton learns to speak Mandarin,
sort of, and “Good Guy With a Gun,” a
hootenanny-style paean to concealed-
carry gun laws and the joys of shooting
“sex molesters” dead.

In September 2016, the company had
the first reading of the play. By then, the
character of Mrs. Clinton, as the newly
elected leader of the country and the ob-
ject of Xue’s affection, was established in
the script. And then, President Trump
won. “At 3 in the morning, when my
daughter was sobbing, I just felt really
out of control in a deep way,” Ms. Tesori
said. “But I realized we needed to stay in
the conversation, that times like this call
for a strong response.”

Mr. Hwang saw it in a slightly differ-
ent light: “I guess I felt like, oh, the elec-
tion is terrible for the country, but may-

be it’ll be good for the show. Because it
sort of shows the Chinese point of view
is right. Democracy isn’t a good system.
It doesn’t always elect competent peo-
ple. It creates chaos.”

For the play, Mr. Hwang assembled a
cast of 17, nearly all of them Asian-Amer-
ican. Many of them had fallen in love
with the stage in productions of “The
King and I,” as well as other problematic
Asian-themed standards, including “Pa-
cific Overtures” and “Miss Saigon.”

“One of the women in the company
told me, ‘It’s so extraordinary to be in a
show where I don’t have to bow to any-
body,’” Ms. Silverman said.

Ms. Louis, who was reading Mrs. Clin-
ton’s memoir “What Happened” be-
tween rehearsals, is hoping that the for-
mer first lady will see the play. “I would
love that,” she said.

Mr. Ricamora, who recalled the “icky
feeling” of playing one of the two Asian
characters in a production of the 1934
musical “Anything Goes,” likes being on
this side of things for once. “I remember
doing ‘Miss Saigon’ and ‘The King and I,’
and having that feeling that we’re telling
a story through a white person’s lens,”
he said. “And now we get to feel empow-
ered through telling our own story
through our own lens.”

Even so, Mr. Hwang is quick to defend
“The King and I,” the unwitting sire of
his latest play. “Rodgers and Hammer-
stein were incredibly progressive and
were being brave and innovative for
their time,” he said. “And then society
moves on, and certain things start to feel
vestigial. But there’s not much in ‘The
King and I’ that I would criticize as a mu-
sical. It’s beautifully crafted, and there
are many moments that I’m moved by in
the show.”

The candidate and I
LOS ANGELES

Two Tony Award winners,
and Hillary Clinton, upend
Rodgers and Hammerstein

BY ROBERT ITO
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Top, Jeanine Tesori and David Henry Hwang during a rehearsal of “Soft Power.” Above,
Conrad Ricamora, left, as a Chinese executive, and Francis Jue as a playwright.

“I guess I felt like, oh, the
election is terrible for the
country, but maybe it’ll be good
for the show.”

Instead of “The Moralist: Woodrow
Wilson and the World He Made,” Patri-
cia O’Toole could have titled her new
book “The Hypocrite.”

After all, as she herself points out, to
lay claim to the moral high ground as
often and as fervently as President
Wilson did during his eight years in the
White House was to court charges that
he failed to live up to his own princi-
ples. He called for an end to secret
treaties while negotiating secretly with
the Allies in World War I. He declared
himself unwilling to compromise with
belligerents abroad while showing
himself very willing to compromise
with segregationists at home. He pur-
sued a progressive economic agenda
while approving a regressive racial
one. He spoke of national self-determi-
nation in the loftiest terms while initi-
ating the American occupation of Haiti
and the Dominican Republic.

O’Toole’s is the third major biogra-
phy of Wilson in the last decade, com-
ing on the heels of substantial works
by John Milton Cooper Jr. (2009) and
A. Scott Berg (2013), an output of
Wilsoniana that attests to the 28th

president’s complicated — and con-
tested — legacy. O’Toole’s book doesn’t
purport to be as exhaustive as Coo-
per’s or Berg’s; her project was born
from her interest in World War I, and
as she persuasively shows, American
foreign policy throughout the 20th
century adopted Wilson’s war-forged
liberal internationalism, in word if not
always in deed.

President Richard Nixon cynically
used the rhetoric of Wilsonian idealism
to escalate the war in Vietnam, saying
that his plan would bring the United
States closer to Wilson’s “goal of a just
and lasting peace.” Wilson’s principle
of national self-determination — a
phrase that his own secretary of state
deemed “loaded with dynamite” — has
since been enshrined in the charter of
the United Nations.

And by declaring that “the world
must be made safe for democracy” in
1917, Wilson articulated how the Ameri-
can people, from World War I to Iraq,
would prefer to imagine their military
incursions abroad: as high-minded
acts of pure altruism, imbued with
benevolence and devoid of mercenary
self-interest.

A biographer of Theodore Roosevelt
and Henry Adams, O’Toole is a lucid
and elegant writer (her book about
Adams was a finalist for the Pulitzer
Prize), and “The Moralist” is a fluid
account that feels shorter than its
600-plus pages. Despite its length,
there isn’t a passage that drags or feels
superfluous. She gives each of her

many characters their due, rendering
them vivid and also memorable — an
effect not to be taken for granted in a
serious history book covering an intri-
cate subject.

The first 60 pages are a brisk tour of
Wilson’s pre-presidential life — a Civil
War childhood in the South, steeped in
Presbyterianism; early struggles with
reading and writing that failed to por-
tend a flourishing academic career at
Princeton; marriage and fatherhood to
three girls; and, in 1910, the governor-
ship of New Jersey. His short time as
governor would be his only stint in
public office before he won the presi-
dential election as the Democratic
nominee, two years later, at 55.

His meager political experience
made Wilson the “change” candidate in
1912; there hadn’t been a Democrat in
the White House since 1897, and
Wilson’s immediate predecessor,
William Howard Taft, was seen as an
apologist for big business at a time of
rampant inequality.

Wilson also took advantage of the
growing disillusionment among black
Americans with a Republican Party
that seemed to take their votes for
granted. “Let me assure my fellow
colored citizens the earnest wish to see
justice done the colored people in
every manner,” he declared in an open
letter courting African-American lead-
ers. “Not merely grudging justice, but
justice executed with liberality and
cordial good feeling.”

Once he was in office, that “earnest

wish” ran up against his fellow South-
erners in Congress and his own cab-
inet, including the postmaster general
and the treasury secretary (and future
son-in-law), who proceeded to segre-
gate their departments under Wilson’s
watch.

Or maybe a campaigning Wilson
overstated his earnestness, even if
O’Toole doesn’t seem to see it that way.
“The Moralist” suggests that Wilson’s
betrayal of black Americans was born
from simple expedience — that he
allowed the segregation of the Civil
Service because he desperately needed
the votes of Southern congressmen in

order to pass his progressive economic
agenda, including the introduction of a
federal income tax.

“He knew the segregation was mor-
ally indefensible, but ending it would
have cost him the votes of every South-
erner in Congress,” O’Toole writes.

The second part of her sentence is
largely correct, but how can she be so
sure about the first? As evidence she
cites Wilson’s own pleas to his critics.
“I am in a cruel position,” he told the
chairman of the N.A.A.C.P., insisting he
was “at heart working for these peo-
ple.” The testy exchange apparently
left Wilson so rattled that he took to his
bed for a week.

But as O’Toole herself shows, his
cries of political constraints were later
followed by his claims that politics
were irrelevant to racism anyway. In
1914, Wilson told the African-American
editor William Monroe Trotter that
eliminating segregation wouldn’t do
anything for racial animus, which he
called “a human problem, not a poli-
tical problem.” (Wilson took to his bed
after that “bruising quarrel” with
Trotter, too.)

The year after, Wilson gathered his
daughters and his cabinet into the East
Room of the White House for a screen-
ing of D. W. Griffith’s visually sumptu-
ous and vehemently racist “The Birth
of a Nation.” The film was based on a
novel by an old acquaintance of
Wilson’s and incorporated title cards
that loosely quoted Wilson’s own work
— including some strikingly sentimen-

tal descriptions of the Ku Klux Klan.
O’Toole mentions the screening only

in passing. Which isn’t to say that she
tries to exonerate Wilson; she enumer-
ates his failings and points out that his
hypocrisy around race wasn’t relegat-
ed to domestic issues. Black Ameri-
cans “noticed a wide streak of racism
in Wilson’s foreign policy,” as he con-
tented himself with “strong language”
when confronting white Europeans but
resorted to military force “when
crossed by nations inhabited primarily
by people of color.”

Still, about the persistent racism —
including Wilson’s flouting of his own
democratic ideals in the Caribbean —
O’Toole says some, but not enough.

In her opening pages, she says she is
especially fascinated by how Wilson’s
moralism became both an asset and a
liability, ensuring that “his triumphs as
well as his defeats were so large and
lasting.” On Wilson’s tortured entrance
into World War I, she is truly superb,
assiduously tracing his journey from
stubborn neutrality to zealous wartime
president. As a study of Wilson’s rela-
tionship with Europe, and the intrigues
of his foreign policy administration, the
book is exemplary.

But like her subject, O’Toole occa-
sionally gets trapped by her own noble
intentions: A biography called “The
Moralist,” which takes Wilson’s “great
sense of moral responsibility” as its
starting point, surely sets up expecta-
tions for a deeper exploration of just
where he drew that line.

Woodrow Wilson’s flawed idealism
BOOK REVIEW

The Moralist: Woodrow Wilson
and the World He Made
By Patricia O’Toole. Illustrated. 636 pp.
Simon & Schuster. $35.

BY JENNIFER SZALAI

Patricia O’Toole.
NANCY CRAMPTON
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Charleston, S.C., is nice — “the jewel of
the Lowcountry,” a travel writer re-
cently proclaimed. But can a place so
nice become too precious? There’s a
point on the third or fourth visit when
the perfection and elegance of the “Holy
City’s” streetscapes, its meticulously re-
stored and uniformly classical houses,
begin to close in on your brain’s right
hemisphere.

You may find yourself craving a mo-
ment of weirdness, modernism or
merengue. And with the real estate
stakes so high — the median sale price
of a home on the lower peninsula was
over $850,000 in January — whimsy, ex-
perimentation and indolence seem to
struggle for a foothold. The dazzling
restaurant scene is so competitive, din-
ing out on a Friday or Saturday can be as
premeditated as a trip to the moon.

Those of us who live here may feel
these limitations most acutely. Some re-
call a time in the last century when
things were a little less battened-down,
almost beachy, the pace decidedly
slower. True, Charleston may have been
even more formal and less sophisticated
in many ways then — a Heineken and a
platter of fried shrimp was the best you
could hope for in the average restaurant
— but Charleston fundamentally lived
up to its billing as a hub of Southern ad-
venture.

Fortunately, anyone — local or visitor
alike — who chafes at Charleston’s
stateliness and decorum today can find
an instant remedy: its beer, served fresh
from the tank in a largely industrial
neighborhood two miles north of the
city’s tourist center.

Here in “The Neck,” where seven
breweries have opened within a short
bike ride of each other in just the last
three years, serendipity is celebrated,
dogs and children are welcome, and you
can come as you are. Rust, gravel and
the occasional puddle of hydraulic fluid
are all part of the scenery, and the
soundtrack is guaranteed to be esoteric.

We recently set out to survey all seven
new breweries, most of the food options,
and a few of the entertainments in
Charleston’s Brewery District, and can
report that time spent here is refreshing
in every sense of the word.

A perfect elevation for surveying the
area is the observation deck at Sk8
Charleston, a $4.8 million, three-quar-
ter-acre skatepark that the city opened
in 2017, offering sweeping marsh and
Ashley River views to those who aren’t
dropping into the park’s two polished-
concrete bowls.

While Matt’s boys let out some excess
energy at ground level, we sipped water
on the deck and spotted ospreys and
ibises working the huge expanse of
spartina grass to the west. Alas, adult
beverages are prohibited (sodas and
snacks are sold, along with all manner of
skate gear and apparel, in the store), but
a spectator’s wrist band ($1) entitles you
to come and go all day.

As a post-skate reward, Cooper River
Brewing, a short walk away, is typical of
the new Charleston brewery model, ret-
rofitted into a charmless steel ware-
house building, but with enough Adiron-
dack chairs, picnic tables and string
lights in the parking lot to say “beer gar-
den.” Indoors, tanks and brewing activi-
ty are on full display.

The bar (it’s technically a beer, wine
and cider-only “taproom”; a full liquor
license requires another level of paper-
work) has a sporty feel, with three TV

screens blazing. Matt’s boys petted an
old hound dog while we ordered pints
from a list that aims to please every
taste — a stout, porter, E.S.B. (extra spe-
cial bitter), India pale ale, a golden ale —
without flourish or gimmick, except for
their (delicious) watermelon wheat.

Like most breweries in the area, Coo-
per River offers a range of volumetric
options, including the humane, sample-
enabling, five-ounce pour for $2, but this
time we claimed full pints of the I.P.A.
and the session ale, and retreated to the
outdoor picnic tables. In the open load-
ing dock of the brewery, facing the beer
garden, Pat Nelson stood behind a card
table with a banner proclaiming “Big
Boned Barbecue,” and we ordered
smoky-tender brisket evocative of West
Texas ($11) and sausage ($5), with mac

and cheese, cornbread and the fixings
(onion, pickle slices, white bread). The
earthy smell of low tide crept into the
parking lot, reminding us that The Neck
is named for the point where the penin-
sula narrows to only a mile’s width of
dry land between the Ashley and Cooper
Rivers.

The next day, we began our beer crawl
with a hearty lunch at Martha Lou’s
Kitchen, which has fed Charlestonians
and tourists for over 30 years from its
pink cinder-block building on Morrison
Drive, toward the south end of our focus.

To step into the restaurant is to enter a
southern grandmother’s kitchen, with
the pots in full view, bubbling at the back
of the stove. Ted paired fried, salty pork
chops with lima beans and cabbage,
studded with neck bone; for Matt, red-

pepper-spiked chitlins with yams and
collards.

After lunch we stopped a few blocks
away on Conroy Street, at Revelry
Brewing, the southernmost brewery on
our trail and one of the oldest (opened in
late 2014). Here was the jolt of architec-
tural eccentricity we craved, an impro-
vised structure that looks like a few
shipping containers crash-landed on top
of a warehouse.

In the high-ceilinged taproom, which
shares floor space with the tanks, a bro-
ken spinet piano is incorporated into the
bar. And a wacky approach prevails on
the beer names: Funkmaster Brett (a
Belgian I.P.A.), Poke the Bear (an Amer-
ican pale ale) and Peculiar Paradise (a
saison) seem to hint at creative risks
taken with yeasts and malts, though the
extensive liner notes on each offering
are beer-wonk reassuring.

Turning back north up Morrison
Drive, past Santi’s Mexican restaurant
— another fixture of this neighborhood
and a source for child-friendly enchila-
das and quesadillas — we made our way
to Munkle Brewing, among the few new-
construction breweries on our list. Its
windowless exterior says funeral home
more than fun house, but inside, a man-
cave atmosphere prevailed: small clus-
ters of people playing pool or stroking
their dogs behind the ears. Strangely,
tanks are hidden from view.

Another quirk: beer is dispensed into
14-ounce thistle-shaped glasses, a nod to
the brewery’s inspiration, Belgium. Our
bartender pulled a Gully Washer Wit
and a Pout House Pale Ale ($5 each),
and we settled into rocking chairs on the
outdoor porch, with a view of the train
tracks and the sunset. A mobile, wood-
fired pizza oven, Amanda Click’s First
Name Basis, was parked nearby, and we
split a thin, appealingly crisp “Collard
Pie” (topped with Cheddar, red onion,
mustard oil, and pancetta, $17).

Our glasses were half empty when a
man in a baseball cap and fleece vest
came over and introduced himself — he
was Palmer Quimby, who opened
Munkle (long story, but his uncle was
once a monk) in late 2017. We asked him
why Charleston was in the throes of a
brewing renaissance.

Two major legislative changes, he ex-
plained. A bill passed in 2014 permitted
beer to be sold alongside food and in vir-
tually any format: kegs, cans, bottles,
pint glasses. Seven years before that, it
was the “Pop the Cap” law, which was
championed by the Coast Brewing Co.
co-owner Jaime Tenney, and fundamen-
tally changed the business model for
beer here. Before 2007, brewers had to
keep alcohol levels at or below 6.3 per-
cent, and no one could imbibe on the
premises.

“Everyone who has a beer bar, tap-
room or brewery in the entire state of
South Carolina has Jaime to thank,” he
said.

Less than 100 yards back down Meet-
ing Street was Fatty’s Beer Works,
which backs up to a cemetery. Fatty’s is
pretty much any uncle’s dream: a two-
door garage with an L-shaped bar, a
drum kit and a bunch of tanks, next door
to a tattoo parlor (Blu Gorilla). The five-
ounce beers are $2.50, but the $10 flight
of four makes a lot of sense, allowing you
to survey almost everything on offer —
a French saison, a porter, an I.P.A. and
an E.S.B., all crisp and quaffable but
with surprisingly subtle differences be-
tween the styles.

The next afternoon, we headed up the
King Street Extension, just north of the
skate park, to Tradesman Brewing, the
place with the broadest gravel parking
lot and the homeliest affect: an un-
marked steel big-box with a refrigerated
trailer and four porta-potties parked

outside. We soon learned: Do not judge
a brewery by its appearance; the beers
poured here — a double I.P.A. and a
Boatwright (American pale), among
five others — were riveting, with the
heft and tropical curves we expected
from a Charleston-made beer. Trades-
man, it turns out, has been in the busi-
ness since 2014, but moved to The Neck
recently from James Island, a southern
suburb.

Not all breweries we visited felt jury-
rigged: Edmund’s Oast, the most ambi-

tious brewery in the area, opened in Sep-
tember 2017 in a gleaming new office de-
velopment that includes The Workshop,
billed as Charleston’s first food hall. Ed-
mund’s, which is gearing up to ship its
beers nationwide, has almost a half acre
of production space, including a barrel-
aging room exclusively for its sour, wild-
fermented beers that is larger than most
apartments in town.

The brewery’s full restaurant kitchen
plays down as “pub fare” the excellent
work they do, leaning heavily on their

wood oven to bake veggie-forward flat-
breads, fish, chicken wings and even gy-
ros. With 20 taps, the beers run the full
spectrum from sour to serious.

The next Thursday we passed
through the lunch line at Bertha’s
Kitchen, at the far northern end of The
Neck, for meltingly tender platters of
stewed oxtails and turkey wings served
over rice, before heading to Lo-Fi Brew-
ing nearby. We saved Lo-Fi for last. Em-
bedded in a construction zone for a high-
way interchange, it shares its lot with a
muddy tow pound. A vinyl sign the size
of a cafeteria tray, flapping against a
chain-link fence and a pallet of beer cans
in the loading bay were the only indica-
tion we were in the right place.

When we walked into the open-sided
hangar just before happy hour, Frank
Zappa’s free-form “Andy” was blasting
on large speakers, and Jason Caugh-
man, the owner, puttered around look-
ing for his phone.

A rack of wooden barrels and a drum
kit separated the tanks and equipment
from an area of cement floor furnished
with two long picnic tables. A woman in
sparkly eye shadow was changing tap
handles behind the smallest beer bar
we’d ever seen.

Over the next hour, we’d nurse a to-
tally O.K. Mexican lager and a fruity
New England I.P.A. called Jacuzzi, and
watch as a party slowly engulfed us.
Two sacks of oysters materialized, then
some people with dogs, then more dogs
and people, and Mr. Caughman took the
wheel of the forklift to move pallets of
kegs around, to create a wind break.
Once the steamed oysters started hit-
ting the table, we recharged our glasses,
grabbed oyster knives and joined in.

Eventually Mr. Caughman, whose
shoulder-length hair and gray-speckled
beard suggests Jeff Bridges’s “The
Dude,” gave up his labors and ap-
proached the shucking table, can of
Jacuzzi in hand. We asked Mr. Caugh-
man about his graphic design philoso-
phy — the electric pinks and yellows, as
well as the unicorns printed on his cans
and kegs, that feel like a brazen retort to
the muted greens and browns, the pal-
mettos and Spanish moss of the classic
Lowcountry landscape.

“Breweries are inherently laid back,”
he said, pausing to take a swig. “What do
you feel when you see a unicorn? It’s
playful. That’s what Lo-Fi is shouting:
relax and have fun.”

Beer gets its own neighborhood
In stately Charleston, S.C., 
a free spirit reigns in 
a cluster of new breweries

BY MATT LEE
AND TED LEE

Lily Sanford, left, pouring a beer at Revelry Brewing in Charleston, S.C., which is one of the oldest breweries in the city’s Brewery District. It opened in 2014.
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Top, a beer flight at Tradesman Brewing. Above, skateboarders at Sk8, a new park.

Here in “The Neck,” serendipity
is celebrated, dogs and children
are welcome, and you can come
as you are.
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